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Announcements and News
News about your product, conferences, and community events.

New Buffer Pool Reporting in the Db2 for z/OS Solutions Report
The Db2 for z/OS Report in MRI now displays information that is available in the Db2 system catalog for your
monitored Db2 subsystems concerning the size of the buffer pools and their related objects. This information
helps database administrators and storage administrators determine resource balancing or resource allocation
problems. You can also use this information to review the most heavily used buffer pools and consider how to
optimize their use.
Use the new Db2 13 Readiness Report to determine whether your Db2 environment is ready for this migration.
For more information about these features, see Db2 for z/OS Report Details in the MRI documentation. Db2 for z/
OS Report Toolkit component version 03.02.00 is required.

Db2 Tools Community Monthly Update and Roadmap Webcast
Did you miss the last community update on November 14, 2022? Use this replay link to access a video and PDF
of that session.
Did you miss the last Roadmap Webcast on November 8, 2022? Use this link to access a recording of this
session. Registration is required.

Custom Maintenance Acquisition Interface
Use the Create Service Order Online Interface to order, download, and receive maintenance packages for
Broadcom mainframe product solutions. This option is more streamlined than using the SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes.

Direct Product Acquisition into z/OSMF
A new GIMZIP download option is available to acquire a portable software instance from a secure Broadcom
download server directly from z/OSMF. To determine if your product is GIMZIP enabled, see Mainframe Products
using z/OSMF for Software Management.

Consolidated Product Lifecycle Overview
Use the new Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page to determine the end-of-service (EOS) or end-of-life
(EOL) support dates for Broadcom mainframe products and releases. This information is useful when planning
installations and upgrades.

Chorus Software Manager (CSM) End of Life
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their strategic
business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We are discontinuing
technical support for CSM. In accordance with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and parameters of
Broadcom’s support program, which is documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance Policy Handbook,
this announcement provides written notification of End of Life for CSM. This notification means that CSM will no
function as of June 30, 2023. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement.If you do not have CSM installed,
we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For installation and usage details, see the IBM
documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at techdocs.broadcom.com.

View Mainframe Technical Exchange 2022 Sessions
Broadcom's 2022 Mainframe Technical Exchange was held Oct 4-6, 2022. On-demand technical education
content is available to our customers through February 28th, 2023. To view the on-demand content, see the
Mainframe Technical Exchange site.
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Release Notes
Includes new feature descriptions, product compatibility details, and third-party software agreements.

This release notes article explains the key features and details for Version 20.0 of RC/Extract™ for Db2 for z/OS ( RC/
Extract).  RC/Extract is a powerful, comprehensive Db2 tool to extract referentially intact data from one set of DB2 objects
and load the data into another set of objects. Database administrators, application developers, and system programmers
can use  RC/Extract.

NOTE

For more information about  RC/Extract, see the product data sheet.

See the following documentation for detailed information about this release including:

• New Features
• Release Compatibility and Support

For installation information, software requirements, and Db2 version support, see Installing in the  Database Management
Solutions for Db2 product documentation. To quickly get started using the product, see Getting Started.

New Features
The following new features and enhancements to existing features are now available in Version 20.0 of RC/Extract:

NOTE
To ensure availability of all features and fixes, ensure that your products are current on maintenance. To
download and receive maintenance automatically, Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval. To view the
available solutions, go to the Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance solutions list on the Broadcom Support
portal and search by product name.

NOTE
For a list of enhancements for all the Database Management Solutions for Db2, see New Features. To request
product enhancements, contact a product manager or log in to the Db2 Tools Community and post your request
in the "Ideas" section at the top of the page.

Db2 13 Support (LU05995)

Db2 13 for z/OS support is now provided for function levels V13R1M100, V13R1M500, and V13R1M501.

To help you determine whether you are ready to upgrade to Db2 13, a new Db2 13 Readiness report is now available. For
more information, see Are you ready for Db2 13? by Chris Crone, Distinguished Engineer.

To specify the new function levels for Db2 13, see Upgrade to New Db2 Releases and Function Levels in the Database
Management Solutions for Db2 documentation.

Integrate with Test Data Manager for Data Masking

You can now integrate with Test Data Manager to mask data during an extraction while maintaining relational integrity and
complex relationships. Data masking hides or obfuscates sensitive and classified data so you can use the protected data
during development, testing, and QA processes. Data is extracted and masked while data is in motion by maintaining the
relational integrity chain as-is.

To use this feature with RC/Extract, you must be a licensed user of Test Data Manager 4.8.1 or above. You must also
have the Test Data Manager Mainframe Db2 Add on 5.4.18 installed.
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This feature includes the following new RCX parmlib options:

• TDM API Db2 plan name
• TDM API message KSDS file
• TDM API load library file

This feature also includes a new TDM MAPCSV File field on the Source Definition panel. Use this field to specify the
name of the TDM MAPCSV input file to use during the extraction process for masking data. In this file, you specify the
columns to be masked. For more information, see Extract Masked Data and Masking Functions for Mainframe in the Test
Data Manager documentation.

M504 Deprecated Objects Support

Db2 12 Function Level 504 prevents the creation of the following deprecated objects:

• Non-UTS segmented and 'classic' partitioned tablespaces
• tables in a non-UTS segmented and 'classic' partitioned tablespaces
• Synonyms
• Hash tables (only supported in RC/Query)

CREATE DDL statements for deprecated objects are now generated as follows to enable creation of these objects after
activating function level 504:

SET CURRENT APPLICATION COMPATIBILITY = 'V12R1M503';

    (deprecated object create DDL statement)

    SET CURRENT APPLICATION COMPATIBILITY = 'V12R1M504';

The SET CURRENT APPLICATION COMPATIBILITY statements are only generated when the current active function
level of the Db2 subsystem is at least V12R1M504. The Batch Processor displays the current function level while
executing any process. The current level is based on when the CONNECT occurs or is changed.

Column Mapping Support

A new line command M (map) is now available to map the source and target columns while loading data using a target
definition. You can map the columns and then change the column mappings, add literals, and add expressions to the
columns. This option provides you with more flexibility while loading the data. When you issue the M line command, the
new mapping panel (RXPCMAP) is invoked with auto-mapped columns, that are based on column name, data type, and
length. The Mapping Expression field in the new panel provides the specifications that are required to direct data during
the load process. You can enter literals, column names, and valid IBM expressions and functions. This field is case-
sensitive.

This functionality is helpful in the following scenarios:

• To include the Db2 function as part of the expression for the data types NUMERIC, STRING, DATE, and TIMESTAMP.
• To assign literal values to a column while loading. You can perform literal mappings on each column when creating a

target definition. The literal value is populated in the target column rows during the load.
• To obtain the column value from the lookup table according to a source column value by using the LOOKUP function.

The retrieved value is loaded into the corresponding destination column of the target table.

The mapping expression is propagated to the related tables within the target definition that have referential integrity. Here
is a short video that highlights this new feature:

NOTE

Column Mapping
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LOOKUP Syntax Enhancement

The LOOKUP syntax has been enhanced with a new parameter (default column). This parameter enables you to specify
a default column when extracting data for load functions. When a match is not found for the source column, the value that
is specified for default column is used for the load. The value for source column is used when default column is not
specified. New syntax:

LOOKUP(<tbcreator>,<tbname>,<srccol>,<trgincol>,<trgoutcol>,<default column>)

Here is a short video that highlights the LOOKUP feature:

NOTE
Column Mapping

DB2 12 Support

IBM Db2 12 for z/OS function levels V12R1M100, V12R1M500, and V12R1Mnnn are now supported. For a list of
supported function levels, see Db2 Version Support in the Database Management Solutions for Db2 documentation.

New CREATE VIEW Default Option in OFS Parmlib

A new option O (original), is now provided for the Generate column names with SELECT(*) parameter in the OFS parmlib
member. This new option extracts the original view text from SYSIBM.SYSVIEWS and generates a column list when
the original CREATE VIEW statement has a column list. The Y (generate) and N (suppress) column list values are still
accepted, although O is the new default and recommended setting.

A new health check is also provided.

New Health Check

A new health check, DB2_OFS_CREATE_VIEW, has been added for use with Object Framework Services (OFS).
CA_DB2 is the owner. You can use this health check to review the setting of the Generate Column Names with
SELECT(*) parameter in the OFS parmlib member.

GENERATE_COLUMN_NAMES_WITH_SELECT(*) controls whether column lists are generated from the original view
text in SYSIBM.SYSVIEWS. The health check informs you when you are running with a setting in OFS that may not
generate a CREATE VIEW column list that is consistent with the original CREATE VIEW statement. You should review
this setting and should adjust as necessary before the DDL is updated.

Release Compatibility and Support
Release compatibility and support information lets you see the tools that Broadcom offers to assist you in the product
lifecycle.

The following resources are available from Broadcom Support online:

• Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• Mainframe Software Security Advisories (login required)
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List

From My Downloads on Broadcom Support, enter Db2 in the search box and select Db2 Administration, Db2
Performance, Db2 Recovery, Db2 Report Facility, or Db2 Utilities. Select the product and release to view the
solutions list.

• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page
• Mainframe Compatibilities
• Broadcom Support Network Details
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For other technical insights and to consult your peers and product management, monitor our global communities:

• Broadcom Mainframe Software Division (MSD) Microsite
• Broadcom Mainframe Software Communities
• Db2 Tools Community

Product Accessibility Features
Learn about product accessibility features for software applications and operating systems, functional performance, and
documentation.

Broadcom is committed to addressing user accessibility in the development of its products and documentation to help all
customers, regardless of ability, to accomplish vital business tasks.

The Database Management Solutions for Db2 provide the following accessibility features support.

Software Applications and Operating Systems

• Most product functions are executable from a keyboard where the function and result can be discerned textually.
However, some functions, like expand and collapse controls on the panel are not in the tab order, and can only be
located by exploration of the panel using the keyboard.

• The products inherit the following operating system accessibility features:
– StickyKeys
– FilterKeys
– ToggleKeys
– MouseKeys
– SerialKeys

• When tabular output is generated as a result of job submission, the output uses visual formatting semantics that are
not programmatically available to Assistive Technology (AT) through the emulator.

• Textual information is provided through a standard text file, which can be edited and viewed using a text editor and
through operating system functions for displaying text.

• The products do not inherit user-selected color, contrast, and font settings from the operating system. However, you
can change color, contrast, and font settings in the emulator and the product inherits these settings.
You can also adjust the colors that are displayed on the ISPF panels using the Global Profile option on the Database
Management Solutions for Db2 Main Menu. Select the Setup Screen Colors option to define color combinations and
select colors that are easier to see.

NOTE

To make more adjustments to your display, and the sound, keyboard, and mouse interactions with the
emulator, refer to your 3270 emulation software documentation. For other changes, refer to your operating
system documentation.

• Some characters (<, +, -, and >) are used to create a graphic indicator. However, these characters might cause
confusion when encountered by a screen reader user when seen individually or in combination within the same or
other applications.

Functional Performance Criteria

• Assistive Technology screen readers and screen magnifiers are supported. The batch products are text-based and
use input and output files that are viewed through text editors. However, some output can include visually formatted,
tabular data that require the user to examine the textual screen content to interpret responses.

• The products can be used in a mouseless (keyboard-only) mode. The products also inherit operating system motor
control accessibility features.
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Documentation and Support

• Documentation can be viewed online, or downloaded in PDF files.
• Support is available online, by email, and by phone.

Third-Party Software Agreements
This topic provides information about the third-party software agreements that apply to this release.

The third-party software agreements (copyright statements and licenses for open source software) that apply to this
release of the Database Management Solutions for Db2 are described in Third-Party Software Agreements (login
required).

Product Names and Abbreviations
This documentation references the following products and abbreviations:

• RC/Extract™ for Db2 for z/OS (RC/Extract)
• Chorus™ Software Manager (CSM)
• Database Analyzer™ for Db2 for z/OS (Database Analyzer)
• Database Management Solutions for Db2 for z/OS (Database Management Solutions for Db2)
• Detector® for Db2 for z/OS (Detector)
• Fast Load for Db2 for z/OS (Fast Load)
• Fast Recover™ for Db2 for z/OS (Fast Recover)
• Fast Unload® for Db2 for z/OS (Fast Unload)
• Log Analyzer™ for Db2 for z/OS (Log Analyzer)
• Mainframe Team Center - Database Management for Db2 for z/OS (Mainframe Team Center - Database Management

for Db2)
• Merge/Modify™ for Db2 for z/OS (Merge/Modify)
• Plan Analyzer® for Db2 for z/OS (Plan Analyzer)
• Quick Copy for Db2 for z/OS (Quick Copy)
• RC/Compare™ for Db2 for z/OS (RC/Compare)
• RC/Migrator™ for Db2 for z/OS (RC/Migrator)
• RC/Query® for Db2 for z/OS (RC/Query)
• RC/Update™ for Db2 for z/OS (RC/Update)
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Recovery Analyzer™ for Db2 for z/OS (Recovery Analyzer)
• Subsystem Analyzer for Db2 for z/OS (Subsystem Analyzer)
• SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for Db2 (SYSVIEW for Db2)
• Test Data Manager
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Installing
The following process explains how to perform a base installation of RC/Extract.

The installation process includes all the steps to acquire the product software and to make it ready for use in a
production environment. Detailed installation instructions are provided in the Database Management Solutions for Db2
documentation.

NOTE
The product pax file contains all the Database Management Solutions for Db2. Download and unpack this file
once.

The following process includes steps to acquire, install, deploy, and configure RC/Extract.

1. Prepare for installation. Review the installation best practices. Verify that the installation requirements (hardware,
software, security, and so on) have been met.

2. Acquire and install the product using SMP/E JCL or CSM. 
3. Install product maintenance using IBM z/OSMF Software Update, SMP/E JCL, or CSM.
4. Configure the product using the Post-Install Tailoring panels: (select the following options in the order presented)

a. Select option 0 (Settings - Define session and environmental options).
Use these settings to manage and maintain the configuration environment. These settings are also used in batch
jobs that are submitted in the following steps.

b. Select option 1 (Setup - Create/edit global and product parmlib members).
This option lets you set up global and product-specific parmlib members.
• First, edit the global parmlib members (PTISYS, DSNAME, SETUP, PLANS, ISPF, and ENVDEF).
• Then edit the product-specific parmlib members (ALOGDEL, BATPROC, OFS, RCX) to set site-specific default

execution values.
c. Select option 2 (Tailor - Execute product-specific customization tasks).

Use this option to customize post-install global options, Xmanager, Xnet, and perform a product-specific
customization.

d. Select option 3 (Tasks - Execute DB2 catalog customization tasks).
This option generates JCL to perform DB2 tasks on each DB2 subsystem.
• Install related (INS and GEN) tasks appear first, followed by product-specific tasks. The installation-related tasks

include starting Xmanager, creation of the product objects, and binding of the product plans and packages. No
product-specific DB2 catalog customization tasks exist.

• Execute these tasks on each DB2 subsystem.

NOTE

For a list of the DB2 objects that are created during installation, see Summary of Objects in the Installing
documentation.

5. Prepare the products for execution and verify user authorizations.

Before you begin using the product, review the operational and customization information that is provided in Getting
Started. When these tasks are completed, you can use the product as described in the Using documentation.
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Getting Started
Review the following information to get started with RC/Extract.

• Review the Day 1 Task Checklist
• Set Product Authorizations
• Configure Your Product Profile
• Review Operational Considerations
• Integrate with RC/Migrator

Day 1 Task Checklist
Users can execute the tasks in this checklist to start using RC/Extract.

This checklist summarizes key tasks to start using this product after the product is up and running. This checklist applies
to any new user. However, even experienced users can benefit from reviewing this content. The checklist includes a
brief description of the tasks, with links to procedures. The checklist also identifies the roles that are typically required to
complete the task. Use the Status column to track your progress.

This checklist is not all inclusive, but it represents the top tasks that we recommend that you execute on Day 1.

NOTE
Web-based training is available that provides an overview of the  RC/Extract introductory features and advanced
commands. To learn more, see the Administration Suite for Db2 for z/OS Learning Path.

TIP
The tasks in this checklist are not in sequential order except where noted. Therefore, you can complete tasks in
parallel.

To download an Excel spreadsheet of this checklist, click here.

Task Description Role Status

Set Product Authorizations Grant authorization to use this
product.

Database Administrator Complete, In progress, or N/A.

Configure Your Product Profile Set profile variables for  RC/
Extract print and processing
options.

Database Administrator Complete, In progress, or N/A.

Integrate with  RC/Migrator Use the Extract Strategy type in
RC/Migrator to create strategy
types, and to create and analyze
your strategies.

Database Administrator Complete, In progress, or N/A.

Define the Extract Source1 Create, edit, and browse source
definitions to define the objects
from which to extract data.
Define the rules for extracting
that data.

Database Administrator Complete, In progress, or N/A.

Perform the Extract2 Initiate the extract process to
create the extract object.

Database Administrator Complete, In progress, or N/A.

Define the Load Target3 Create, edit, and browse target
definitions to define the objects
to which the extracted data is
loaded.

Database Administrator Complete, In progress, or N/A.
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Task Description Role Status

Perform the Load4 Load the extracted objects into
the target environment.

Database Administrator Complete, In progress, or N/A.

NOTE
The numbered tasks must be done in the order shown. You can complete the other, non-numbered tasks in any
order.

Set Product Authorizations
All users who are allowed to access and to use  RC/Extract must be granted execute authority on its plan ( RC/Extract
Services). Because plan execute authority is granted on a  Db2 subsystem basis, execute authority must be granted on all
Db2 subsystems on which  RC/Extract is used.

You must have a license for  Fast Load to use it in your Extract/Load Services. Also, to execute  Fast Load, you must
have execute authority on the product plans, plus one of the following DB2 authorization groups:

• SYSADM or SYSCTRL authority
• DBADM or DBCTRL authority for the database containing the tablespace or indexspace to be loaded
• LOAD, IMAGCOPY, STATS, DISPLAYDB, STARTDB, and STOPDB authorities for the database containing the

tablespace to be loaded
• LOAD authority for the object to be loaded or for all objects in the tablespace, provided LOAD REPLACE is specified.

IMAGCOPY, STATS, DISPLAYDB, STARTDB, and STOPDB authorities for the database that contains the tablespace
or indexspace to be loaded

To use the SYSCOPY update option, you must have UPDATE authority on SYSIBM.SYSCOPY or the SYSCOPYAUTH
parameter of high-level. CDBAPARM(UTIL) must be set to ON.

Db2 Security

RC/Extract follows the same security considerations as Db2.

Object Data COPY Security

You can copy object data if you:

• Have SELECT authority for the object from which you are copying
• Have INSERT authority for the object into which you are copying

Batch Processor Security

The Batch Processor does not override Db2 authority requirements. The primary and secondary authorization IDs must
have appropriate Db2 authority to execute the contents of the Batch Processor job, including SQL and calls to IBM and
Broadcom utilities.

Configure Your Product Profile
You can define default execution values for  RC/Extract so that your session is customized to address your needs. For
example, you can:

• Specify whether to display extract output in uppercase only
• Select how to handle referential integrity sets
• Choose to use either IBM LOAD or  Fast Load for loading object data, or for batch processing options.

These variables act as the default execution values, and can be overwritten by users as needed.
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NOTE
You can also specify global profile values that apply to all installed  Database Management Solutions for Db2
products. These options include execution libraries, JOB statement specifications, print parameters, screen
colors, and usage language options.

You can override the  RC/Extract default settings as needed.

To set your RC/Extract profile variables:

1. Enter P (PROFILE) on the command line of the  RC/EXTRACT Main Menu and press Enter. The  RC/Extract Profile
panel appears.

2. Select the option for  RC/Extract Profile Variables and press Enter.
The  RC/Extract Profile panel appears.

NOTE
The Global Profile Variables option lets you specify profile values that apply to all installed  Database
Management Solutions for Db2 products. The global profile values include execution libraries, JOB
statement specifications, print parameters, screen colors, and usage language options. For more
information, see Define Global Profile Variables in the  Database Management Solutions for Db2 for z/OS
documentation.

3. Review the default profile settings and make changes as needed. For any fields that have a defined list of valid values,
see the online help.

4. Press F3 (End) to save your selections and return to the Profile panel. The defined settings are used during RC/
Extract execution.

Review Operational Considerations
Before using RC/Extract, review the following sections.

Scrolling and Expanding Fields

You can scroll or expand fields and columns when your data values are longer than the display area. To view long names
or input data, you can scroll or expand as follows:

• For scrollable fields, the greater than sign (>) appears for fields with truncated values when the column is not
wide enough to display the long value. You can view or edit this data using scroll commands (or the EXPAND and
SETWIDTH commands).

• For fields that cannot be scrolled, like header fields, place your cursor in the field to be expanded and specify the
EXPAND command. You can typically access this command using a PF key setting.

Cursor-Activated Commands

Cursor-activated commands are available near the top of many RC/Extract screens. Each listed command includes the
command name followed by a colon and a description of its functionality.

To invoke an available command, place the cursor anywhere within the command description text, and then press Enter.

Example: Inserting an object into your source definition

On the Source Definition screen, you can insert an unrelated object into your definition by utilizing the cursor-activated
command. You must include the command name followed by a colon and a description of its functionality:

INSERT: Insert unrelated

To activate the command, place the cursor anywhere within the text “Insert unrelated” and then press Enter.

The Insert Object Selection screen appears, from which you can specify an object to insert. This sequence occurs exactly
as if you had entered the INSERT command on the command line.
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Test Problem Production Data

When a subset of production data is causing problems, you should isolate and test it without creating other problems with
your production system. You can isolate, select, and copy all referentially related and (optionally) unrelated problem data
to a test subsystem for further analysis. You can isolate and test as little as a single instance of a problem.

In addition, you can mask extracted data to ensure that sensitive production data is not available in a test environment.

Multiple Db2 Subsystems

You can easily switch between multiple Db2 subsystems or even different Db2 versions, without having to exit RC/Extract
and reallocate load libraries.

To switch subsystems, enter the new subsystem ID in the Db2 subsystem ID field (SSID) that appears on most RC/Extract
screens.

You can view a RC/Extract report on one subsystem, change the SSID, and view the same report on the newly specified
subsystem. You can even select a subsystem from a subsystem listing.

User-Defined Referential Integrity Support

You can work with referential relationships that are not defined in Db2, such as referential integrity (RI) that is enforced by
an application. You can define these application-enforced referential relationships as user-defined RI.

User-defined RI can be stored in tables in RI Manager, a product that manages system and user-defined referential
integrity (where it remains referentially intact). The RI can then be easily extracted for a test subsystem at any time. You
can also create, view, copy, modify, drop, or report on user-defined relationships.

An RI relationship that is based on the information in the Db2 system catalog is referred to as system-defined RI. RC/
Extract provides a comprehensive facility for managing and extracting data with both user-defined and system-defined RI.

Data Extraction Features

Using RC/Extract, you can:

• Extract complete or partial data subsets.
• Extract objects that are not part of the referential integrity set.
• Convert unlike key column data types during extraction to support RI Manager.
• Sample data so that you extract a referentially complete subset of data to be used in test subsystems or applications.

You can use the following techniques:
– Extract n rows
– Extract every nth row
– Extract data within ranges
– Extract rows that match WHERE clause specifications

• Specify a view as a starting object for extraction.
• Specify a WHERE clause on child relationships to further define the data to be extracted.
• Specify an unrelated table to be included in the data extraction.
• Specify a user-defined foreign key relationship that references only part of the parent primary key.
• Specify the use of parallel loads. Parallel loads are single extract files that are separated into separate files and then

loaded in parallel.
• Extract restart information if a failure occurs. Any part of the extraction that has already executed is preserved.

Extended Query Facility

The Extended Query Facility (EQF) customizes internal SELECT statements to control the data returned. Extended
queries are used to control the data that is displayed on selection lists and reports.
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For example, when viewing an object listing, you might want to view only tables that were created within a specific time
range. When using EQF, custom selection criteria are entered and executed as part of the internal SQL statements.

Extended queries can be saved, shared, and executed in online or batch mode. EQF also supports the use of symbolic
variables that permit runtime customizing of the search criteria. EQF is common to most of our Db2 products.

External Key File Support

With external key file support, you can specify an input file containing key values for the start table. When creating the
source definition, you are able to enter a browse session on the start table where specific rows can be selected. The
key values for the selected rows are written out to a PDS member. The member can then be input into an extraction to
determine the initial rows extracted from the start table. This feature provides a more powerful alternative to the where-
clause on the start table.

User-Defined Types (UDT)

You can define data types to Db2-user defined types (UDTs). These UDTs (also called distinct types) describe the data
that is stored in columns of tables where the instances (or objects) of these data types are stored. You can use UDTs to
verify that only those functions and operators that are explicitly defined on a distinct type can be applied to its instances.

Large Object Data (LOB)

Large objects (LOBs) are a set of data types that represent large, complex structures in Db2 objects. LOBs let you store
multimedia objects such as videos, images, and voice in your database in byte strings up to 2 GB.

The creation of LOB data types is supported in the automatic object creation feature. However, LOB values are not
migrated through the extract process. Db2 creates these LOB values when the new objects are created.

ROWID

With the ROWID data type, Db2 generates a unique value for each row in a table. A value in a ROWID column is used to
uniquely and permanently identify rows in a Db2 table.

The creation of ROWID data types is supported in the automatic table creation feature. However, the ROWID values are
not migrated using the extract process. These ROWID values are created by Db2 when the new tables are created.

Interproduct Interface Facility

You can access other Database Management Solutions for Db2 from RC/Extract using the Interproduct Interface facility.

Hint Wizard

The Hint Wizard displays pertinent information about every screen in the product. The wizard helps the novice user
navigate through the product. On each screen, it points out the key things to be aware of and helps you understand the
“big picture.” Once you no longer need the Hint Wizard, it can be turned off from any Hint Wizard dialog or from the Profile
screen.

Archival Support

A backup and recovery mechanism is provided for specific data in the Db2 tables. This feature can be used to archive old
or inactive data, and isolate or build less data intensive test tables. You can extract large amounts of data easily.
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Data Masking Support

You can integrate with Test Data Manager to mask data during an extraction while maintaining relational integrity and
complex relationships. Data masking hides and obfuscates sensitive and classified data so you can use the protected
data during development, testing, and QA processes.

You can also use the Post Data Masking Facility to mask extracted Db2 user data. Data that is extracted from Db2 is a
valid Db2 data type; however the column contents can be secured. The data retains the same attributes (for example,
character text, numerals, or dates and times), but the sensitive data values are protected. You can keep data secure after
it has been extracted from Db2 to tape or sequential files. The data masking function is not available on a split extract.

Unlike Key Columns Support

You can map child key columns to unlike parent key columns. For example, a SMALLINT key column in the parent can
be mapped to an INTEGER key column in the child. During the extraction process, unlike keys are detected and the key
values are converted. Thus, you can specify a wider range of data to be extracted.

Unrelated Object Selection Support

You can add objects to a source definition that are unrelated to the RI set of the start table.

View Extraction

You can extract and load data using a view. You can start extractions by specifying a view instead of a table or other
object.

Where Clause on Child Tables

You can specify a WHERE clause on child relationships to further define the data to be extracted. A query applied at
the object level, as opposed to a query on the start object, is applied to the object every time rows are extracted from
the object and it is the child in the relationship. When it is determined to us a WHERE clause for an extraction step, the
WHERE clause is output to the audit file. Thus, you can filter the data that you want to extract on a per table basis instead
of only on the object.

Partial Key Support

Partial keys are supported. You can create a user-defined foreign key relationship that references only part of the parent
primary key using RI Manager. The partial key can be used to migrate the data.

Extended Extract Support

You can group one or more source definitions, using an extended extract definition, and perform extract and load
operations on the extended extract definition.

• Automatic synchronization between extract dataset and predefined load objects, enabling quick loading of the data in
target objects.

• Specify one or more source definitions for identifying the data and managing parent-child and child-parent extraction
rules.

• Support multiple key files, predicates, and sampling ratios for the same objects extract in a single step.
• Duplicate objects in extracts with different data selection criteria.
• Perform extract and load processes separately in different environments.

Integrate with RC/Migrator
RC/Migrator has an Extract strategy type that enables the direct integration into RC/Extract.
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The RC/Extract source definition is embedded in the Extract strategy type, which enables RC/Migrator to perform
analyses on the source definition. A valid RC/Migrator license is required.

RC/Migrator creates the tables that you designate. RC/Migrator also creates the associated databases and tablespaces,
as well as any dependent indexes, views, and aliases. You migrate objects with RC/Migrator and handle the data with RC/
Extract. The strategy services facility is the control center of RC/Migrator. The facility is used to create, update, delete,
display, copy, analyze, and execute strategies.

For additional information, see the RC/Migrator documentation.

Create Extract Strategy Types

Use the RC/Migrator Strategy Services facility to create or update an Extract strategy type. Each migration, alteration, or
comparison is defined by a strategy.

1. From the  RC/Migrator Main Menu, select Strategy Services.
Complete the following fields on the Strategy Services panel:
a. Type C (for create) in the O (Option) column.
b. Specify a name in the STRATEGY column.
c. (Optional) Specify a description in the DESCRIPTION column.
d. Type R (for Extract Strategy) in the TP (Type) column.
e. Press Enter.

2. The RC/Extract Start Object Selection screen appears. You are prompted to specify the table where the extraction
process is to begin. This table is the start object.

NOTE
When using an alias or synonym as your start object (the starting point for the extraction), related objects in
the extraction might not have alias or synonym names. Create the name or use the base table if authorized.

3. Define your start object.
Specify the following field values to select a start object:
a. For SSID, specify the subsystem identifier of the start object.
b. For Object Creator, specify the creator of the start object (if it is different from your user ID).
c. For Object Name, specify the name of the start object. To access a list of objects, enter an asterisk (*) in this field

and press Enter.
d. For Object Type, specify whether to use views (V) or tables (T) for a start object. Enter an asterisk (*) for tables

and views.
e. Select a start object.
f. Press Enter.
The Source Definition screen appears.

4. Specify the related tables to include and the parameters for the extraction data are specified.
You can also exclude related tables. If you enter the MODESW primary command, you access the relationship mode
of this screen, where you can specify advanced extraction rules.

NOTE
The exclusion of related objects can lead to structural problems when loading the extracted data.

5. Press PF3.
The source definition is embedded in the  RC/Migrator strategy.

You are returned to the Strategy Services screen with a message indicating that the current strategy was saved. The
saved strategy can now be analyzed like a migration type strategy.

Analyze the  RC/Extract Strategy

After an  RC/Migrator strategy has been created, the next phase is strategy analysis. When a strategy is analyzed, an
executable output data set or table is generated. This output is then used to perform the operations that the strategy
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describes. The analysis output contains the DDL to perform the operations. The output can be reviewed and edited before
it is executed.

1. From the Strategy Services main screen, specify A (for analysis) on the appropriate Extract strategy type, and press
Enter.
The Migration Strategy Analysis screen appears. All the functionality available for a migration is available.

2. Specify the strategy options that you want to use.
The default analysis options can be used for most basic extractions. See Update Analysis Options for Extract specific
analysis options. You can specify an execution mode of O (for online) and press Enter. The analysis process begins.
After a brief message indicating the analysis is being performed, the analysis output appears. The output contains all
the DDL and utility cards that were created by  RC/Migrator.

RC/Migrator migrates the objects and RC/Extract migrates the data.

RC/Extract generates the LOAD cards. RC/Extract does not use Model Services. Alternatively, its SQL engine could have
been specified to load the targets from the extract object using SQL.

The actual migration, alteration, or comparison is executed using the RC/Migrator execution facility. The execution facility
invokes the Batch Processor to execute all the commands generated by the analysis facility. The Batch Processor is
restartable and produces a complete audit trail. An online execution monitor is also available for viewing the status of job
executions.

Update Analysis Options

The actual migration, alteration, or comparison is executed using the RC/Migrator execution facility. The execution facility
invokes the Batch Processor to execute all the commands generated by the analysis facility. The Batch Processor is
restartable and produces a complete audit trail. An online execution monitor is also available for viewing the status of job
executions.

The  RC/Migrator analysis facility lets users specify options that control the overall strategy output and generates the
commands necessary to perform the requested tasks. Some analysis options let users make global changes, request Db2
utilities, and control data migration. Using the same underlying strategy with different analysis options, multiple versions of
the migration, alteration, or comparison can be generated.

1. Specify Y in the Update Options field on the Migration Strategy Analysis screen, and press Enter.
The Strategy Analysis Options screen appears.
For Extract strategy types, a slightly modified Strategy Analysis Options screen appears. Because  RC/Extract
takes care of the data, the Data Unload Options that appear on this default screen for  RC/Migrator are replaced by the
RC/Extract Options. The default options are fine for most extractions.
On this screen, many options are available to tailor the analysis output to your needs.  Db2 utility execution can be
controlled. You can set security options, referential integrity, and data migration options.
The analysis options let you change the effects of the migration, alteration, or comparison without changing the
definition of the strategy.

2. If needed, specify Y in the Update RC/X Options field and press Enter.
The Update Extract/Load Options screen appears.
The strategy behaves like a migration type strategy with a primary object type of table.  RC/Extract communicates the
tables to be included to the  RC/Migrator analysis engine.

3. Specify the following extract options:
Extract Object DSN

Specify the name of a data set that contains the extract object. You can specify up to 34 characters for the data
set name.
If the data set does not exist, it is automatically created based on the allocation options specified.
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If a current source definition is established, this field defaults to uuuuuuuu.ssssssss.extobj, where uuuuuuuu is
your TSO user ID and ssssssss is the name of the current source definition. The current source definition is the
last source definition that was created or updated.

Extract Object Device
Specifies if the extract object should be written to a tape or disk data set. Valid values are:
DISK

Create a disk data set for the extract object.
TAPE

Create a tape data set for the extract object.

NOTE

• If the extract object exists, you are prompted to specify whether to proceed and overwrite the existing
data set. If you respond Yes, RC/Extract deletes the existing data set, and creates a new one.

• The allocation information defaults based on the settings that are maintained in the RC/Extract
Parmlib member. The Update Options field can be used to override the defaults.

Update Extract Options
Specify Y in this field if you want to view or update the default extraction options. Otherwise, enter N.
When you specify Y, the RC/Extract Extract Options screen appears letting you update extract options.

4. Specify the implode/explode options (Y for Yes, N for No) for the following object types:
SG

Storage group
DB

Database
TS

Tablespace
IX

Index
VW

View
A/S

Alias / Synonym
In this example, RC/Migrator is being told to not only create the tables but the associated database and tablespace. In
addition, it is being told to bring along dependent indexes, views, and aliases.

5. Specify the following load options:
Load Method

Specify one of the following values:
S

Use SQL statements to load the target objects.
U

Use a load utility to load the target objects.
Update Load Parms

Specify Y (for Yes) in this field if you want to view or update the default Load Parms. Otherwise, enter N (for No).
Depending on your default load method, various screens can appear that let you specify load options for the
target objects.
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Update Allocations
Specify Y in this field if you want to view or update the default allocations. To specify Y, within the Load Utility
field, you must have specified U to use a load utility. Otherwise, specify N.
When you specify Y, the RC/Extract Allocation Options screen appears letting you specify allocation options
including: device parameters, SMS parameters, and space parameters.

6. Press Enter to process your options.
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Using RC/Extract
You can access the product main menu to perform extract and load functions. From the main menu, you can access the
menu-driven interface, Command Center, or Extended Command Center.

To access the RC/Extract Main Menu, enter option 5 on the Database Management Solutions for Db2 main menu and
press Enter.

RXPMAIN vv.r.mm ---------- RC/EXTRACT Main Menu —-------- yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm

OPTION ===>

 

        1  EXTRACT/LOAD SERVICES     - Extract and Load DB2 Data 

        C  COMMAND CENTER            - Operate on RC/Extract objects 

        E  EXTENDED COMMAND CENTER   - Operate on Extended Extract objects

        P  PROFILE                   - Specify user parameters

        T  TUTORIAL                  - Display information about RC/Extract 

        X  EXIT                      - Leave RC/Extract 

The following options are provided:

The Menu Driven Interface (option 1)
Provided to help new users become familiar with the extract and load functions. You can use detailed menu
options for extracting from a set of referentially related "source" objects, and loading the data into a set of "target"
objects.

Command Center Interface (option C)
Provided for more experienced users to perform extract and load functions. The Command Center interface
provides a global view of the source definitions, extract objects, and target definitions that a user has access to.
You can perform functions by entering line commands next to the desired object.

Extended Command Center Interface (option E)
Use the Extended Command Center interface to simultaneously extract and load data from a group of source
objects to the target objects.

From any panel, you can enter a question mark (?) at the command prompt to view a comprehensive list of available
commands.

The Menu Driven Interface

For novice users, we provide the Extract/Load Services menu-driven interface.

To access the Extract/Load services menu driven interface, enter 1 in the Option field on the Main Menu and press Enter.
From the Extract/Load Services panel, you can select extract and load functions as follows:

1. Define Extract (Create/update a source definition)
2. Perform Extract (Create an extract object from a source definition)
3. Define Targets (Create/update a target definition)
4. Perform Load (Load from extract object using target definition)

Use this menu to extract a subset of related data from Db2 objects on one system, and load them into similar objects on
another system. The menu interface walks you through these processes in a 1-2-3-4 fashion as shown in the following
video:
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The Command Center Interface

The Command Center is an advanced feature that you can use to manage all your RC/Extract objects from one screen.

The Command Center is an interface that is designed for the advanced user to perform extraction and load
processes. The Command Center provides a global view of all the source definitions, extract objects, and target
definitions to which you have access. Using the Command Center interface, you can:

• Perform all functions by entering line commands next to an object.
• Use the Object Create line to create a source definition or target definition.
• Create one or more extract objects under a source definition.
• Create one or more target definitions under an extract object. The Command Center displays the relationship between

these objects in a hierarchical fashion.

RXPCC ----------------- RC/EXTRACT Command Center ------------------------ 

COMMAND ===>                                              SCROLL ===> PAGE 

                                                                         

 Registry SSID ===> ssid                                                 

 SRCDEF Name   ===> *       Creator  ===> *      Source SSID  ===> *      

 TRGDEF Name   ===> *       Creator  ===> *      Target SSID  ===> *     

 ----------------------------------------------------------------- USERID

                                                                         

                                             T S      *---- LAST UPDATE --

 S NAME          DESCRIPTION               CREATOR  P O SSID USER     DATE

                                                                         

**************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ******************************

The Extended Extract Command Center

The Extended Command Center is for simultaneously extracting and loading data from a group of source objects to the
target objects. The Extended Command Center is an enhancement to the existing Command Center,

An extended extraction process involves the following tasks:

• Grouping one or more source definitions into an extended extract definition.
• Extracting the data into an extended extract object.
• Loading the data into objects that are defined in a target definition.

To access the Extended Command Center from the main menu, type E and press Enter.

RXPPCC ------------- RC/EXTRACT Extended Command Center -----------------

Option ===>  

                                                                       

 --------------------------------------------------------------- USERID  

 Registry SSID ===> ssid                             Version ===>  

                                                                       

                 1 - Extended Extract Management 

                 2 - Source Definition Management

                                                                        

     

Define the Extract Source
A source definition defines the objects from which to extract data and defines the rules for extracting that data.

You can create, edit, and browse source definitions. When defining the data to be extracted, you can include:
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• Extended queries
• Named relationship sets (NRS) from RI Manager. This option lets you use specify a set of RI relationships from which

to extract data.

You can update the extraction parameters as needed.

1. Enter 1 in the Option field of the  RC/Extract Main Menu.
The Extract/Load Services menu appears.

2. Enter 1 (for Define Extract) in the Option field.
The Source Definition Selection panel appears. From this panel, enter the name of the source definition you want to
create, update, or browse. The Creator and Name fields automatically show the creator and name of the last source
definition with which you worked.

3. Specify the name of the source definition that you want to create, update, or browse, and press Enter. Use selection
criteria in the Creator and Name fields (or leave them blank or place an asterisk in them). A list of existing source
definitions appears. A wildcard character, such as a percent sign (%), can also be used. For example, if you specify
SRCDEF% in the Name field, only source definitions that begin with the letters SRCDEF are displayed.
If you are creating a source definition, the Start Object Selection panel displays. This panel displays the Db2
subsystem ID, location and object creator, name, and type.
You can also specify whether to use the following options to define the data to be extracted:
– Extended queries.
– The case (MATCHCASE) for selection criteria when retrieving objects.
– Named relationship sets (NRS) for RI Manager. This option can include explicitly named relationship sets created

by RI Manager and implicit relationship sets derived from the Db2 catalog.
When you use an alias or synonym as your start object (the starting point for the extraction), related objects in the
extraction might not have alias or synonym names. Create the name or use the base table if authorized. You can also
exclude the related object from the extraction. However, the exclusion can lead to structural problems when loading
the extracted data.

4. Select an existing source definition, and press Enter.
The current extraction parameters are displayed. You can update the extraction parameters as needed.

5. Press the End (F3) key.
The source definition is created.

Extraction Parameters
We provide great flexibility in defining an extraction. From the Source Definition screen, you can:

• Specify which objects to extract data from
• Specify the rules for extracting the data
• Provide a description for your source definition
• Control who else can access or update the source definition

You can migrate referentially complete sets of data as well as non-RI objects selected. When you select a start object to
define the starting point for the extraction, you are selecting all objects that are referentially related to the start object-the
RI set.

The following illustration represents the parent-child relationships among the objects in the RI set, based on the
@TB6_DEPT start object.
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You can view and define the objects in your source definition in object or relationship mode.

Object Versus Relationship Mode
The Source Definition screen can display OBJECT Mode and RELATIONSHIP Mode. The following diagram illustrates the
differences between these displays.
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Use the MODESW primary command to toggle between modes.

Specify Extraction Parameters in Object Mode
When you specify object mode for the source definition, all objects that have an RI relationship with the start object and
all extraction rules that apply are displayed on the Source Definition panel, whether the object has been selected for
extraction.

The Start table appears first, followed by all tables that are related to the start table (all parent and all child tables in the RI
set. In object mode, each object is listed only once.

To specify extraction parameters in object mode, complete the following fields:

• Description
• Share Option
• Sampling Ratio
• WHERE Clause
• Key File Input
• Initial # Rows
• Total Limit
• CHILD WHERE Clause

Press Enter to save the source definition.

The following commands can be specified in object mode:

S
Selects this object as part of the extraction.

X
Excludes this object from the extraction.

L
Displays the alias names for an object, if any, and allows an alias name to be substituted for the object name.

V
Displays all views within the Select Related Objects screen for possible inclusion in the extraction.

B
Invokes RC/Browse for this object and lets you view object data using RC/Update (RC/Update). You can specify
the following RC/Browse options:

• Data selection (Where and Row Limit)
• Browse Control (Initial browse mode, column or form, character field maximum size, and whether to display

DB2 types.
• Whether to generate a test count
• Whether to save defaults for table

NOTE
You must have a valid RC/Update license to invoke this feature.

R
Displays the Select Related Objects panel, but does not include any related objects. This option is helpful for large
amounts of data, which can be time-consuming to display. From this panel, you can specify data display variables,
and you can select or exclude objects for the extraction.

C
Displays immediate child objects within the Select Related Objects screen for possible inclusion in the extraction.
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P
Displays immediate parent objects within the Select Related Objects screen for possible inclusion in the
extraction.

A
Displays all objects within the Select Related Objects screen for possible inclusion in the extraction.

Use PF5 to switch between showing and hiding excluded rows in the object display.

Specify Extraction Parameters in Relationship Mode
When relationship mode is selected, the Source Definition panel displays information about parent-child relationships. You
can see a list of parent-child relationships between the objects that are selected for extraction. You can also see whether
the relationship has been selected, and the extraction rules that apply at the relationship level.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter MODESW in the command line until you are in relationship mode.
Relationship mode is established.
Note: If no parent-child relationships exist for objects in the source definition, RC/Extract ignores a request to switch to
relationship mode.

2. Enter one of the following line commands in the CMD field to specify the selection status of the parent-child
relationship:

S
Selects this object to be included in the extraction.

X
Excludes this object from the extraction.

3. Specify whether to extract parent rows of an extracted child row or child rows of an extracted parent row. Use the CP
and PC fields as follows:
– In the CP field of each object, enter Y or N to specify whether parent rows of an extracted child row should be

extracted as well.
– In the PC field of each object, enter Y or N to specify whether to extract child rows of extracted parent rows (as a

result of CP=Y rule).
The CP and PC rules are in effect only when you have multiple parents for an object.

4. Press PF3 to exit the screen.
A confirmation message appears, indicating the source definition was saved.

Extraction Rules
You can navigate through related objects and can extract a set of related data based on extraction rules specified by the
user. Extraction rules answer questions such as:

• When a row is extracted, should its parent row be extracted?
• If the parent row is extracted from the parent object, should it also now go back and extract all its children?

The extraction rules specify what to do in these types of situations.

Child-Parent (CP) and Parent-Child (PC) Options

The CP and PC options on the Source Definition screen let you determine how the data is extracted from referentially
related objects. The following rules are used when making an extraction:

• CP Option -- When CP is set to Y (yes), parent rows are extracted for every child row selected.
• PC Option -- Child rows of parent rows (selected due to the CP=Y rule) are extracted when PC is set to Y (yes).
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The extraction process begins with the start object and then the extraction engine navigates through the RI structure,
based on extraction rules, extracting related data from other objects. Except for the start object, every object is “reached”
during the extraction, based on a relationship and a rule.

The CP and PC rules are in effect only when you have multiple parents for an object. When a parent row in the start
object is extracted, children of that parent row are always extracted. However, if the child row has another parent, the
other parent rows are extracted only if the CP (child-parent) rule, between those two objects is set to Y. When CP=Y
causes more parent rows to be extracted, the PC (parent-child) rule determines whether child rows of those parent rows
are also extracted. The following example clarifies the use of these extraction rules.

Extraction Rules Example and Diagrams

This example shows the sequence of data extraction that is determined by the CP and PC options.

The following graphic shows three tables before execution:

In the following graphic, data is extracted from Table 1 (Row A):
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Because children are always extracted, data is also extracted from Table 3 (R1 and R2) as shown in the following graphic:
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Next, because CP=Yes, data is also extracted from Table 2 (Rows X and Y) as shown in the following graphic. These rows
are parent rows of the child rows that were extracted from Table 3:
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The rows that we extracted were extracted because CP=Yes. Now, because PC=Yes, data is also extracted from Table 3
(R4, R5, and R7) as shown in the following graphic. These rows are child rows of the rows that were extracted from Table
2.
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Next, because CP=Yes, data is also extracted from Table 1 (Rows B and C) as shown in the following graphic. These
rows are parent rows of the rows that were extracted from Table 3.
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Because PC=No, the extraction stops.

Extract Plan Report
If you use the PLAN command on the Source Definition screen, the Extract Plan Report screen appears.

----------------------- RC/EXTRACT Extract Plan Report ------------------------ 

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE  

MODESW: Toggle Display Mode

Source SSID:       D81C                                                        

Source Definition: USER001.TEST10                                                

Description:       NEW SOURCE DEFINITION                                       

Registry SSID: D81B ---------------------------------------------- USER001     

                           Display Mode is PLAN                                  

********************************* TOP OF DATA *********************************

_ STEP# 1         TABLE: USER003.@TB6_DEPT                                      
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_ STEP# 2         TABLE: USER003.@TB6_DEPT                GOTO 2                

_ STEP# 3         TABLE: USER003.@TB6_EMP_LARG                                  

_ STEP# 4         TABLE: USER003.@TB6_DEPT                GOTO 2                

_ STEP# 5         TABLE: USER003.@TB6_PROJ                                      

_ STEP# 6         TABLE: USER003.@TB6_PROJ                GOTO 6                

_ STEP# 7         TABLE: USER003.@TB6_PROJACT                                   

_ STEP# 8         TABLE: USER003.@TB6_EMPPROJACT                                

_ STEP# 9         TABLE: USER003.@TB6_EMP_LARG                                  

_ STEP# 10        TABLE: USER003.@TB6_DEPT                GOTO 3                

_ STEP# 11        TABLE: USER003.@TB6_DEPT                GOTO 3                

                                                                               

Using the Extract Plan Report, you can see the order of the steps that are taken to process the source definition. You can
select a step and then expand the step details.

Expand Details of Individual Steps
To expand the detail of an individual step, enter S on the line of the step you want to examine, and press Enter.
The details of that step are displayed as shown in the following example. To implode the details of all steps,
enter IMP or DET on the command line and press Enter. The details of the steps are no longer displayed. 

---------------------- RC/EXTRACT Extract Plan Report -------------------------

COMMAND ===>                                                   SCROLL ===> PAGE

MODESW: Toggle Display Mode

Source SSID:       D81C                                                        

Source Definition: USER001.TEST10                                                

Description:       NEW SOURCE DEFINITION                                       

Registry SSID: D81B ---------------------------------------------- USER001     

                           Display Mode is PLAN                                

_ STEP# 7         TABLE: USER003.@TB6_PROJACT                                  

  REASON:                                                                      

     DB2 RELATIONSHIP RPAP INDICATES THAT THIS OBJECT                           

     IS A CHILD OF USER003.@TB6_PROJ, PROCESSED IN                              

     STEP(S) 6,5.                                                              

  ------------------------------------------------------------------           

_ STEP# 8         TABLE: USER003.@TB6_EMPPROJACT                                

_ STEP# 9         TABLE: USER003.@TB6_EMP_LARG                                  

_ STEP# 10        TABLE: USER003.@TB6_DEPT                GOTO 3                

_ STEP# 11        TABLE: USER003.@TB6_DEPT                GOTO 3                

_ STEP# 12        TABLE: USER003.@TB6_EMP_LARG            GOTO 10               

                                                                               

Expand Details of All Steps
To expand the detail of all steps, enter EXP or DET on the command line, and press Enter. Details for all steps are
displayed as shown in the following example.
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If you now want to turn off the details, except for specific steps, you can enter S on the lines of the steps that you do not
want to implode. Enter IMP or DET on the command line and press Enter. To return to the Source Definition screen, press
PF3.

---------------------- RC/EXTRACT Extract Plan Report ------------------------ 

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE 

MODESW: Toggle Display Mode

Source SSID:       D81B                                                        

Source Definition: USER001.TEST10                                                

Description:       NEW SOURCE DEFINITION                                       

Registry SSID: D81B ---------------------------------------------- USER001     

                           Display Mode is PLAN                                

********************************* TOP OF DATA *********************************

_ STEP# 1         TABLE: USER003.@TB6_DEPT                                    

  REASON:                                                                      

     THIS TABLE WAS SELECTED AS THE STARTING OBJECT.                           

  ------------------------------------------------------------------           

_ STEP# 2         TABLE: USER003.@TB6_DEPT                GOTO 2              

  REASON:                                                                      

     DB2 RELATIONSHIP RDD INDICATES THAT THIS OBJECT                            

     IS A CHILD OF USER003.@TB6_DEPT, PROCESSED IN                              

     STEP(S) 1,2,4.                                                            

                                                                               

Implode Details of All Steps
To implode the details of all steps, enter IMP or DET on the command line and press Enter. The details of the steps are no
longer displayed.

Implode Details of All Except Selected Steps
If you have exploded all the steps on the report and want to turn off the detail on all the steps except for specific ones,
perform the following steps.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter S on the lines of the steps that you do not want to implode.
2. Enter IMP or DET on the command line and press Enter. To return to the Source Definition screen, press PF3.

Select Related Tables
If you use the R line command on the Source Definition screen, the Select Related Tables screen appears.

---------------------- RC/EXTRACT Source Definition -------------------------- 

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE 

         +----------------RC/Extract Select Related Tables -------------------+ 

 Source  | COMMAND ===>                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE     |

         |                                                                    |
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  Descri |  SELALL/EXCALL: Select / Exclude all                               | 

 Start Ob|                                                                    | 

  Samplin|  TABLE NAME: PDJCT.ALLTYPES                                        | 

  WHERE C|    SELECT   ===> A         (A-ALL, C-CHILDREN, P-PARENTS)          | 

  Key Fil|    LEVEL    ===> *         (NUMBER OF CHILDREN/PARENTS OR *-ALL    | 

 Registry|    CREATOR  ===> *       > NAME     ===> *                    >    | 

         |    PLAN     ===> *         PACKAGE  ===> *                         | 

 CMD  ST | REGISTRY SSID: D81A ------------------------------------ USER002   | 

 R__  ST | S  OBJECT NAME         CREATOR                                     | 

 ******* | ************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *************************| 

         |                                                                    | 

         |                                                                    | 

         |                                                                    | 

         |                                                                    | 

         |                                                                    | 

         |                                                                    | 

         |                                                                    | 

         |                                                                    | 

         +--------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

You can select how other objects are included or excluded given the referential relationships that are associated with your
source object. This information depends on the value of the Select Entire R/I Set field within your profile settings.

Two basic scenario options can occur when you are creating the source definition:

• One option is that all objects are automatically selected (therefore, including all objects connected to the source
objects through referential integrity relationships).

• Another option is to use the Extract Select Related Tables screen. Use this screen to view and select from all the
referential integrity relationships that are connected to your source objects. For this option, you must first set the Select
Entire R/I Set field value to No within your Profile screen. Then, using line commands, specifically select those objects
that you want extracted and moved to your target.

Select Unrelated Objects
To include objects for extraction that are unrelated to the referential integrity (RI) set of the start object, enter INSERT
on the command line of the Source Definition screen. The Insert Object Selection screen appears, letting you select the
objects outside of the RI set that you want to include in the extraction.

Extract Specific Table Rows
When creating source definitions, you can extract specific table rows from your start table using external key files. This
approach can be helpful when you only need a portion of the data in a large start table. For example, you might be testing
a particular feature or investigating a particular problem.

If you are a licensed user of RC/Update (RC/Update), you can include a file that was created or updated in RC/Update.
You can also specify a file that was created outside of RC/Update.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify an external key file in the Key File Input field on the Source Definition panel. You can use either of the
following options:
– Enter Y with a fully qualified data set name in single quotes to specify a file from RC/Update.

If you omit the single quotes, the user ID is added to the beginning of the data set name that you entered.
If the data set does not exist, the Create Data Set panel appears. Here you can create a data set to contain the list
of keys for the selected rows.
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From the RI/Browse panel in RC/Update, select one or more rows and press the End key (F3). The data is saved in
the external key file.

– Enter S with a fully qualified data set name in single quotes to specify an external file. If you omit the single quotes,
the user ID is added to the beginning of the data set name that you entered.

2. Identify specific rows from the start table to be used for the initial extraction. Key values for the selected rows are
written to the external key file.

The external key file can then be input into an extraction.

NOTE
The external key file affects only the selection of rows for the first step in the extraction. Other rows may also be
selected from the start table as a result of referential integrity, parent-to-child, and child-to-parent rules.

Create or Update an External Key File
You can create or update an external key file using RC/Update to target a subset of rows in your start table for an
extraction. This approach can save time when you only want to extract certain rows from a large start table. A license is
required for RC/Update.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the data set name in the Key File Input field on the RC/Extract Source Definition screen, and press Enter:
Y 'fully_qualified_data_set_name'

fully_qualified_data_set_name
Specifies a data set to use as the external key file.
If you omit the single quotes, the user ID is added to the beginning of the data set name that you entered. If the
data set does not exist, the Create Data Set screen appears. Here you can create a data set to contain the list of
keys for the selected rows.

RC/Update is invoked, and the RI/Browse screen appears.
2. Enter S in the OPT field next to one or more rows, and press F3 (End).

The data is saved in the external key file.
If the key for the start table is composed of multiple columns, each column and the list of keys that you selected are
included in the file.

Select an External Key File Created Outside of RC/Update
You can select an external key file that was created outside of RC/Update. You can specify a data set that contains the
data you want to extract and avoid having to select each row to use. This procedure assumes you have already created a
data set and formatted its header and data records.

To select an external key file, enter the following data set name in the Key File Input field on the RC/Extract Source
Definition screen, and press Enter:

S 'fully_qualified_data_set_name'

fully_qualified_data_set_name
Specifies a data set to use as the external key file. If you omit the single quotes, the user ID is added to the
beginning of the data set name that you entered.

The external key file is created. The name of the file is stored in the SRCDEF. The file can be read when the extraction is
performed.
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Create a Data Set for Your External Key File
To create a data set for your external key file, create a sequential data set or member of a PDS and then add header
records and data records.

• Create a sequential data set or member of a PDS.
This data set should have fixed length blocked records. The minimum record length is 271 characters. However, if the
total length of all keys is more than 271, the record length of the file must be large enough to contain that length. If the
key is composed of more than one column, the data from each column must be present and must be in the sequence it
is in the key.

• Add header records and data records.
If there is more than one column in the key, the data from the first key column follows the 0101 indicator. The data for
other key columns should be concatenated following it in the record (each value in a field of the appropriate width).
The data must be in the order in which it appears in the key. The data should not be in the order in which the column
appears in the table.

Required Format for Header Records

Header records describe the table and columns being selected. The header consists of Type 1 and Type 2 records, and
must be formatted as follows:

• Type 1 record format (one record per file identifying the start table):
– 1-4: 0001
– 5-132: Object name (padded on the right with blanks)
– 133-260: Object creator (padded on the right with blanks)

• Type 2 record format (one record per key column):
– 1-4: 0002
– 5-132: Column name (up to 128 characters)
– 133-260: Column type (up to 128 characters)
– 261-265: Column length (column length attribute, as contained in SYSIBM.SYSCOLUMNS)
– 266-268: Column scale for a decimal or 0 if not a decimal
– 269-271: Column sequence number (as in the KEYSEQ column in SYSIBM.SYSCOLUMNS)

Required Format for Data Records

Data records contain the actual key values that you want to select from the start table.

The required data record format is as follows (one record per row to be selected):

• 1-4: 0101
• 5 and subsequent: The data from the column or columns forming the primary key of the table. The data from each

column should be in a readable format.

Data Types

Almost all types of Db2 data are represented in a readable format on the external key file. For use in the extraction, the
values are converted back to an internal format for use by RC/Extract.

Keys in the file are stored in a format appropriate to the corresponding Db2 data type for each field, as follows:

• Integer:
– First character: Minus sign (-) or blank if positive
– Next 11 characters: The number (right justified with leading zeros)
The largest possible integer value is 2147483647. The smallest possible integer value is -2147483648.

• Smallint:
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– First character: Minus sign (-) or blank
– Next five characters: The number (right justified with leading zeros)
The largest possible smallint value is 32767. The smallest possible smallint value is -32768.

• Decimal:
– First character: Sign of the value (+, -, or blank)
– Next x characters: Right-justified value, with leading blanks, in a field whose width (x) is calculated as a precision

value (length as shown on Header 0002 record for this column) and added to, as follows:
+1 for an even number
+1 for a decimal point if scale value shown on Header 0002 is greater than 0
+1 for a sign or a leading blank

Example:

If the length is 10, and the scale is 2, the field must be 13 characters wide. This length includes a decimal point and
leading sign or blank. No separators should be used for thousands.

Varchar and other variable length types:

• 1: Blank
• 2-6: Actual length of data, right justified with leading zeroes
• 7-x (x is the maximum length of column data - the data value, left justified and blank filled).

Left-justify and blank fill in all other data types in the appropriate length field as follows:

• Char - Length specified in the related 0002 record
• Date - 10 characters including punctuation as required by the subsystem (that is, ISO, EQU, USA) (no blanks)
• Time - Eight characters including punctuation as required by the subsystem (no blanks)
• Timestamp - 26 characters, punctuated as required for the subsystem (no blanks)

Unsupported Data Types

The following data types are not converted to readable format in the data set:

• Floating-point values (FLOAT or REAL)
These data types are rarely used as part of a key. If they are part of a key, you must have RC/Update to include them
in the external key file.

• LOB or ROWID data types (not currently supported in RC/Extract)

External Key File Restrictions and Column Format
The rules and restrictions for the external key file are as follows:

• The external key file must contain at least two control records.
• There may be more than one of the type 0002 records.
• If all or part of the key is of the VARCHAR data type, each value that is included in the type 0101 records must be

preceded by the actual length. The length is formatted as a space and a five-character number.
• Beginning with DB2 V8, keys may not exceed 2000 bytes in length.
• No intervening spaces are expected between fields in any of the records in the file, except as required by the data

type.
• Files that are created in a release of RC/Extract that supports manually created external key files cannot be used with

previous releases. Likewise, files that were created in a previous release of RC/Extract cannot be used for this version
with manual conversion.

• The external key file can be a fixed or variable-blocked file.

Example: External key file with decimal, data, and varchar columns
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The following example shows an external key file with decimal, data, and varchar columns:

0001SOMEKEYTYPES ..128 char..    USERID1

0002KEY1DEC      ..128 char..    DECIMAL ..128 char.. 00010002001                

0002DATE1         ..128 char..    DATE    ..128 char.. 00004000002                    

0002KEY2VAR         ..128 char..    VARCHAR ..128 char.. 00020000003                   

0101+      500.002006-04-29 00011BBBBBBLEN11                          

0101+    56789.102006-08-31 00018DDDDDDDDDDDDDLEN18                   

0101+  7778889.112006-09-22 00004LEN4                                 

0101+        0.992006-11-02 00020HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHLEN20

0001
Includes information identifying the table name and table creator.

0002
Includes information specifying the column name, column type, internal column length, scale (if any), and keyseq
(position of the data in the key).
Beginning with DB2 V8, column name and column type are variable-length values, with a maximum length of 128
bytes.

0101
Includes all data for one complete key.
The information from these control cards is used to convert the keys from display to internal format for use in the
extraction.

Extract Masked Data
You can integrate with Test Data Manager to mask data during an extraction while maintaining relational integrity and
complex relationships. Data masking hides or obfuscates sensitive and classified data so you can use the protected data
during development, testing, and QA processes. Data is extracted and masked while data is in motion by maintaining the
relational integrity chain as-is.

When creating source definitions, you include masked data from your extraction start table by specifying a Test Data
Manager (TDM) transformation map (TDM MAPCSV file) as input. The transformation map is saved as a .CSV file.

When you specify data masking for a primary or foreign key column, it is applied to all referentially related columns in an
RI structure when the extract object is processed.

Review the following video to learn more about this feature:

Use RC/Extract with Test Data Manager to Improve the Quality of Your Test Data

NOTE
To use this feature, you must be a licensed user of Test Data Manager and also have the Test Data Manager
Mainframe DB2 add on installed. You can extract data using SQL in batch mode only.

Follow these steps:

1. Address prerequisites:
a. Install Test Data Manager 4.8.1 or above (ensure you are current with maintenance).
b. Install Test Data Manager Mainframe Db2 Add On 5.4.18 (ensure you are current with maintenance).
c. Use the Datamaker component in TDM to create the TDM masking rule CSV file (MAPCSV transformation map).

This file is created in a Windows environment by the TDM administrator. For more information, see Work with
Transformation Maps in the Test Data Manager documentation.

NOTE
Store the transformation map in a file with an LRECL of at least 255 characters.
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d. Transfer the .CSV file to the mainframe using FTP or any similar utility program. The .CSV file can be a sequential
file or a member of a PDS.

e. Gather the following TDM API installation values from the TDM Administrator and update the RCX parmlib member
using the EP option on the Database Management Solutions for Db2 Main Menu:
• TDM API plan name (specifies the Db2 plan name that is used for file masking in TDM)
• TDM API VSAM KSDS file (specifies the TDM message file)
• TDM API load library (specifies the TDM API load library file that has been defined for Db2 masking)

2. Create a source definition and enter Y 'in the TDM MAPCSV File field on the Source Definition panel. Include the fully
qualified data set name where the TDM masking rule file is located.

NOTE
Use the same masking rules for parent and child (primary and foreign key) columns.

The MAPCSV file contains the Db2 table name, column name, and masking function with the respective parameters.
The CHAR, VARCHAR, DATE, TIME, TIMESTAMP, INT, BIGINT, SMALLINT, and DECIMAL data types are supported.
A sample MAPCSV file follows:
"Table","Column","Function","Parm1","Parm2","Parm3","Parm4","KeepNulls","Dateformat","Cross

 Reference","Override_Lookup","Unique_Columns","XPath Element","Substr start","Substr

 length","Notes","Preformat"

TB_SUPPORTED_DATATYPES,TBL_C1,ADDPERCENT,25,,,,N,,,,,,,,,

TB_SUPPORTED_DATATYPES,TBL_C2,ADD,50,,,,N,,,,,,,,, 

TB_SUPPORTED_DATATYPES,TBL_C3,MASTERCARD,,,,,N,,,,,,,,,

TB_SUPPORTED_DATATYPES,TBL_C6,ADDRANDOMYEARS,1,5,,,N,,,,,,,,,

TB_SUPPORTED_DATATYPES,TBL_C7,ADDRANDOMSECONDS,1,55,,,N,,,,,,,,,

TB_SUPPORTED_DATATYPES,TBL_C8,ADDRANDOMDAYS,1,29,,,N,,,,,,,,,

TB_SUPPORTED_DATATYPES,TBL_C9,ADDRANDOMMONTHS,1,12,,,N,,,,,,,,,

TB_SUPPORTED_DATATYPES,TBL_C10,ADDRANDOMMINUTES,1,94,,,N,,,,,,,,,

TB_SUPPORTED_DATATYPES,TBL_C11,ADDDAYS,16,,,,N,,,,,,,,,

TB_SUPPORTED_DATATYPES,TBL_C12,ADDRANDOM,1,99,,,N,,,,,,,,,

TBLOB01,DESCRIPTION,EMAIL,,,,,N,,,,,,,,,

TBLOB01,BOOK_TEXT,ADDDAYS,16,,,,N,,,,,,,,,

T11_VIEW_SUBCOL,T11_C1_V,USZIP4,,,,,N,,,,,,,,,

T11_VIEW_SUBCOL,T11_C2_V,AMEXCARD,,,,,N,,,,,,,,,

T11_VIEW_SUBCOL,T11_C3_V,ADDRANDOMDAYS,1,29,,,N,,,,,,,,,

T11_VIEW_SUBCOL,T11_C4_V,ADDRANDOMHOURS,1,99,,,N,,,,,,,,,

T11_VIEW_SUBCOL,T11_C5_V,ADDRANDOMSECONDS,1,55,,,Y,,,,,,,,,

T11_VIEW_SUBCOL,T11_C6_V,AMEXCARD,,,,,N,,,,,,,,,

T11_VIEW_SUBCOL,T11_C7_V,FIXED,1234,,,,N,,,,,,,,,

T11_VIEW,T11_C1_V,USZIP4,,,,,N,,,,,,,,,

T11_VIEW,T11_C2_V,AMEXCARD,,,,,N,,,,,,,,,

T11_VIEW,T11_C3_V,ADDRANDOMDAYS,1,29,,,N,,,,,,,,,

T11_VIEW,T11_C4_V,ADDRANDOMHOURS,1,99,,,N,,,,,,,,,

T11_VIEW,T11_C5_V,ADDRANDOMSECONDS,1,55,,,Y,,,,,,,,,

T11_VIEW,T11_C6_V,AMEXCARD,,,,,N,,,,,,,,,

T11_VIEW,T11_C7_V,FIXED,1234,,,,N,,,,,,,,,

T11_VIEW,T11_C8_V,VARIENCE,20,0,999,,Y,,,,,,,,,

        

The name of the file is stored in the SRCDEF. The file can be read when the extraction is performed. When processing
the source definition, use B (Batch) for Process Mode and S (SQL) as the Extract Method value. The masked record
is created in the EXTOBJ output file. Longer CPU processing times may be experienced since the masking is done
during the extraction process.

The data is masked during the extraction. Go to Performing the Extract to proceed further.
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Create Data Queries
From the Source Definition screen, you can access the Data Query Edit screen. A query that is applied at the object
level is applied to the object every time rows are extracted from the object and it is the child in the relationship.

 ----------- Data Query Edit ----------- ( Caps Off )    

 Query Name  ==> TEST      For Table: DSN8610.ACT                             >

 Description ==>                       >   Share  ==> N         Default   ==> N

 Confirm Replace ==> Y                  Auto Cast ==> Y         View SQL  ==> N

 Test Count  ==> N         Shrink ==> N Row Limit ==>           Userid: USER002 

 Sel C Ord Column Name        Type    ----------- Where Condition ------- AND

 S     1   ACTNO              SMALLINT

 S     2   ACTKWD             C(6)

 S     3   ACTDESC            V(20)

************************ BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************** 

 Extended Where:

 01

 02

 03

 04                                    

From the Data Query Edit screen, you can define a query to be applied to the table. The default query name is the name
of the source definition. Consider the following example:

• A data query is tied to a particular object and is not based on any pre-existing internal SELECT statement.
• You can specify the columns, column order, WHERE conditions, and row order.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter Y for WHERE Clause (or the WHERE CLAUSE column) on the Source Definition screen.
The Data Query Edit screen appears.

2. Complete the required fields as follows and enter S on the line of the step you want to examine. You can deselect
columns by removing the S in the SEL field. In RC/Edit, enter F to freeze the field upon entry to the editor. Frozen
columns are displayed before sequence numbered columns and before selected columns.

NOTE
You must use an extended WHERE clause when you mix AND/OR conditions or must use parentheses to
separate conditions. You can enter up to 25 lines of free-form text for the WHERE clause condition. You can also
use column abbreviations instead of typing in column names. The column abbreviation number appears to the
left of each column name in the Column Name field.

Perform the Extract
After you create or update a source definition, you must perform the extract to initiate the extraction process.

After you define the extract, create an extract object from the source definition to initiate the extraction process. The inputs
to the extraction process are a source definition and the name of a sequential data set that  RC/Extract creates to hold the
extract object. The source definition defines the objects to extract the data from and the rules for extracting the data. You
can extract data (unload) from the tables in the source definition using SQL statements or using a load utility.

After you create or update a source definition, you must initiate the extraction process. The extraction process creates
the extract object. The inputs to the extraction process are a source definition and the name of a sequential data set that
RC/Extract creates to hold the extract object. The source definition defines the objects from which the data is extracted,
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and the rules for extracting the data. You can extract data (unload) from the tables in the source definition using SQL
statements or using a load utility.

The output of the extract process is the extract object. An extract object is a data set containing extracted data. The
extract object has a unique structure. Therefore, an extract object should only be loaded with a load utility if RC/Extract
generates control cards for the load. Because of this restriction, when you perform an extraction, ensure that the allocation
parameters allow the data set to be permanently cataloged. The object then remains available for a load that is performed
later.

The data can be browsed by ISPF. You can use data masking to restrict visibility of the data to users who do not have Db2
access to the original data.

You can change the extract options as needed. You can also use the Command Center to perform an extract.

1. Type 1 (Extract and Load  Db2 Data) on the RC/EXTRACT Main Menu and press Enter.
The Extract/Load Services panel appears.

2. Type 2 (Perform Extract) and press Enter to initiate the extract process.
The Process Source Definition panel appears. From this panel, you can specify the input and output of the extract
process. The input is a source definition and the output is an extract object.

3. Specify the following options:
– Specify an existing source definition to define the extract. Selection criteria can be used.
– Specify the name of a data set to contain the extract object.
– Specify the following execution options:

Process Mode (batch or online)
Specify whether to perform the extract in batch mode or online mode.

NOTE
If you are controlling the storage of keys for extracted rows or preventing a row from writing to an extract
object multiple times, do not specify the process mode until after you select these extraction options.
See Update Extended Options.

Extract Method
Specify whether to unload the source objects using SQL statements (S) or a utility (U). To view or update the
options for these extraction methods, specify Y for Update Extended Options.

Update Extended Options
Specify Y to view or update the extraction options for the SQL or utility extraction methods.

NOTE
For more information about these options, see How to Specify SQL Extraction Options and How to
Specify Fast Unload Extraction Options.

Update Allocations
Specify whether to update the default extract object allocations and sort options. The default is N.

NOTE
The default options work for most extractions, from a handful of rows to millions of rows. x37 abends are
dynamically intercepted and handled. You do not need to struggle with constantly adjusting allocation
parameters to allocate sufficient space for the extract data set to prevent x37 abends. When the
extraction is stopped because the data set that was allocated for the extract object is full, an x37 abend
occurs.

Writing the extract object to a disk or tape data set is supported. For best performance, disk is
recommended.

The sort options let you control the dynamic allocation of the sort data sets that are used to perform the
sort. You can specify the device type and the number of data sets to be used.
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Intercept Errors
Specify whether to intercept errors that occur during an extraction. If an error occurs, you can restart the
extraction from the point of failure.

Extract DDL
Specify whether to auto-create the target objects using information that was gathered from the catalog (Extract
DDL).

Overwrite EXTOBJ.
Specify whether to overwrite the extract object (EXTOBJ) for each execution.

Set Extract Parameters
Specify whether to set extract parameters that you can externalize and modify as needed. For example, if SQL is
the extract method, you can modify the total limit of rows to be extracted from an object. This modification ensures
that a complete set of RI data is retrieved. You can also modify the WHERE clause, and select an alternative
WHERE clause for use in batch.

Press Enter to process.
If you specified Y for Update Extended Options, the Extract Options panel displays for the selected extraction
method. Specify the advanced and extract options.
If you specified batch as your process mode, the Batch JCL Specification panel appears. Specify the options for
running the batch job and submit. The Batch Processor In-Progress panel appears. The Online Progress Report
displays the steps that were taken during the extraction. The Audit Message File appears next. This file contains
extract processing information and a summary report. After you have successfully performed an extract, proceed
with identifying the target.

Specify Fast Unload Extraction Options
You can set one or more options for controlling an extraction when the Fast Unload (Fast Unload) utility is used to unload
the source objects.

NOTE

You must have a valid Fast Unload license to invoke these options. If you create a PFU parmlib member in
hlq.CDBAPARM for Fast Unload, any settings that you make in RC/Extract (RC/Extract) override the settings in
that parmlib member.

You can specify advanced and can extract options that control:

• The share level access to a tablespace (CHANGE, IGNORE, or REFERENCE).
• Whether to extract using the latest image copy or an older copy. The latest image copy is used by default. The share

level setting is ignored when extracting from an image copy is requested.
• How to store the keys for tables (keys mode). During an extraction, RC/Extract maintains a list of keys for rows that

have been extracted. You can store all keys in the private area of the address space where the extraction is run (option
0), in a single data space (option 1), or in a separate data space for each table (option 2).
When option 1 or 2 is specified, the initial data space size that is created for each table is 4 MB. If 4 MB is not
sufficient, this value is incrementally expanded in 4 MB increments up to 2 GB.

• How to process duplicate keys to ensure that the same row is not included more than once. During an extraction,
if an object is processed in more than one step, the same row could be extracted more than once. However, in
certain extractions (for example, extractions with keys defined using RI Manager), the key cannot be unique. In these
situations, rows with duplicate keys can exist and should be extracted. You can specify whether to use system unique
indexes, user RI, a sort exit, or a combination of these options to eliminate duplicate keys. You can also use the load
process to discard duplicates.
If a table is not processed in multiple steps, is not within a loop, and does not have multiple inputs, this option has no
effect on how the table is processed.
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WARNING
These operations require CPU and virtual storage resources. If the duplicates can be discarded during the
loading of the target objects, consider using the load process to discard duplicates to eliminate this overhead.

• Whether to split an extract object into multiple data sets. The extracted rows are placed into one load data set for
each table in the extraction. The data set with the specified name is in the Extract Object field on the Process Source
Definition panel.
The load data sets have the following suffix:
.Lnnn

nnn
Specifies the assigned identifier.

Use the default allocations for these data sets or override them. Use this option only with large extractions.
The generated JCL for performing the extraction specifies SPLIT(YES).

NOTE
If an unload performed by Fast Unload specifies SPLIT(NO), a RC/Extract exit routine writes the records to
the extract object. Fast Unload then indicates that all records were bypassed. If an unload performed by Fast
Unload specifies SPLIT(YES), Fast Unload writes records to the extract object while bypassing records that
the RC/Extract exit routine instructs not to write.

• When the Split extract option is Y and the extraction is processed in batch, add a unit count to each of the split extract
files and the extract object. A unit count is from 01 through 59. When specified, the data set can span volumes when
it runs out of space on a given volume. Using this option can help eliminate storage-related abends and enable large
extract objects to span multiple volumes.

Follow these steps:

1. Type 1 (Extract and Load DB2 Data) on the RC/EXTRACT Main Menu and press Enter.
The Extract/Load Services panel appears.

2. Type 2 (Perform Extract) and press Enter.
The Process Source Definition panel appears.

3. Complete the following fields:
– Type B in the Process Mode field.
– Type U in the Extract Method field.
– Type Y in the Update Extended Options field.
Press Enter.
The PFU Extract Options panel appears.

4. Specify advanced and extract options, and press F3 (End) to process.
The Batch JCL Specification panel appears. If you entered U in the Split extract field, the Split Allocations panel
displays first. Update as needed and press F3 (End) to return to the PFU Extract Options panel. Enter Y in the Split
extract field, and then press F3 (End).

5. Define parameters for a batch execution of the extraction.

Extract Using an Image Copy That You Specify
You can perform an extraction using the latest image copy or an older copy. The latest image copy is used by default.

If you do not need the latest image copy, you can improve response times and performance by explicitly specifying the
image copy data set for the extraction.

To explicitly specify the image copy data set, you need the 4-digit ExtID values and associated table information. This
information appears in the Extract Summary Report after you perform an extract.
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WARNING
The ExtIDs might not be displayed in numerical order in the Extract Summary Report. Be sure to specify
the correct ExtID for the table from which the copy was made. Carefully check the values that you enter for
typographical errors. The extract fails if a nonexistent data set is specified.

Follow these steps:

1. Make the following specifications on the Process Source Definition panel, and press Enter:
– Specify B for Process Mode.
– Specify U for Extract Method.
The Batch JCL Specification panel appears.

2. Specify D or P in the Destination field to edit the job stream before it is submitted for execution, and press Enter.
– If you specify P, your changes are not saved.
– If you specify D, you must open the specified data set to display the job stream.
The job stream containing JCL and Batch Processor cards appears.

3. Locate the IMAGECOPY control card statement and make one of the following specifications:
– Specify the full name of the image copy data set to be used for the table, as follows:

IMAGECOPY(extID-image.copy.dataset)

– extID
Specifies the 4-digit value identifying the table. This ID appears in the Extract Summary Report after you perform an
extract.

– image.copy.dataset
Specifies the name of your image copy data set, taken from a previously generated Extract Summary Report.
Specify multiple cards for the same table, as shown in the following example:
IMAGECOPY(extID-image.copy.dataset.partition_number)

IMAGECOPY(extID-image.copy.dataset.partition_number)

IMAGECOPY(extID-image.copy.dataset.partition_number)

IMAGECOPY(extID-image.copy.dataset.partition_number)

– image.copy.dataset.partition_number
Specifies the image copy data set for each partition to be included in the concatenation.

– extID
Specifies the 4-digit value identifying the table. This ID appears in the Extract Summary Report after you perform an
extract.
Based on your specification, a concatenation of the data sets is created and used.
See the following example:
IMAGECOPY(0001-DB001.TS001.COPY.PART1)

IMAGECOPY(0001-DB001.TS001.COPY.PART2)

The specifications in this example create a concatenation of the data sets for the table that has ExtID 0001.
– Specify the full name of the current generation data group (GDG) image copy data set, as follows:

IMAGECOPY(extID-image.copy.dataset(0))

– 0
Specifies to use the current GDG data set. With GDG data sets, you can specify how many data sets you want to
keep. This specification helps you automate the creation of data sets for jobs that occur frequently, such as jobs
that run daily to take image copies.

You are now ready to continue adding statements and submit the job. To extract a source table from the tablespace
(instead of the image copy) for a table, omit the IMAGECOPY specification for that table.

4. Continue adding image copy data sets as needed. Use different ExtID numbers to specify image copy data sets for the
tables to be used in the extraction. Then submit the job. If the source definition (SRCDEF) is not changed, you can use
the same ExtID values each time you edit the Batch Processor cards.
The job is submitted for execution.
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Specify SQL Extraction Options
You can set one or more options for controlling an extraction where the SQL statements are used to unload the source
objects so that data can be extracted from the tables in the source definition.

You can specify advanced and extract options that control:

• How to store the keys for tables (keys mode). During an extraction, RC/Extract maintains a list of keys for rows that
have been extracted. You can store all keys in the private area of the address space where the extraction is run (option
0), in a single data space (option 1), or in a separate data space for each table (option 2).
When option 1 or 2 is specified, the initial data space size that is created for each table is 4 MB. If 4 MB is not
sufficient, this value is incrementally expanded in 4 MB increments up to 2 GB.

• How to process duplicate keys to ensure that the same row is not included more than once. During an extraction,
if an object is processed in more than one step, the same row could be extracted more than once. However, in
certain extractions (for example, extractions with keys defined using RI Manager), the key cannot be unique. In these
situations, rows with duplicate keys can exist and should be extracted. You can specify whether to use system unique
indexes, user RI, a sort exit, or a combination of these options to eliminate duplicate keys. You can also use the load
process to discard duplicates.
If a table is not processed in multiple steps, is not within a loop, and does not have multiple inputs, this option has no
effect on how the table is processed.

WARNING
These operations require CPU and virtual storage resources. If the duplicates can be discarded during the
loading of the target objects, consider using the load process to discard duplicates to eliminate this overhead.

• Specification of the isolation level for SQL access to extract and reduce the contention on DB2 resources. The isolation
levels are set when a program is bound or when specified in an individual SQL statement. The isolation level is saved
in the user profile.

• The limit and other filtering criteria when an extract is run. You can use the same SRCDEF to extract different sets
of data by varying the row filters. You can also externalize the LIMIT and WHERE clause and filtering criteria so that
these parameters can be modified for each extract.

Follow these steps:

1. Type 1 (Extract and Load DB2 Data) on the RC/EXTRACT Main Menu and press Enter.
The Extract/Load Services panel appears.

2. Type 2 (Perform Extract) and press Enter.
The Process Source Definition panel appears.

3. Complete the following fields:
– Specify S (use SQL to unload the source objects) in the Extract Method field.
– Type Y in the Update Extended Options field.

WARNING
Do not specify a value for Process Mode yet.

Press Enter.
The SQL Extract Options panel appears.

4. Specify advanced and extract options, and press F3 (End) to process.
The Process Source Definition panel reappears.

5. Enter O (online) or B (batch) for Process Mode and press Enter.
The SQL extraction options are processed.
After you have successfully performed an extract, proceed with identifying the target.
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Restart Processing
If your extraction fails before it has completed, you may be able to use extract restart support to preserve that part of the
extraction that has already executed. RC/Extract (RC/Extract) can then restore the keyfiles in memory and restart at or
near the point of the interruption. Considerable execution time is saved, especially when a large extract fails after lengthy
processing. With restart processing, you do not have to re-fetch rows from DB2 that have already been successfully
extracted and written to the Extract Object.

Restart processing is not available if:

• The writing of the extract object has not started. No extract object is available to register.
• Data masking is used (the source definition includes a TDM MAPCSV file). Restart resumes at the beginning of the

first step of the extraction.
• Less than one iteration of one step has been completed by the extract engine. Restart resumes at the beginning of the

first step of the extraction. Restart would not result in any savings.
• An error or abend indicates possible corruption of the extract object. The incomplete object is not saved or registered

in these cases.
• The extraction is based on a RC/Migrator strategy instead of a RC/Extract SRCDEF.

View and Export Data for Extract Objects
This scenario shows how a database administrator views and exports the contents of an extract object in RC/Extract (RC/
Extract).

Viewing the data lets you verify file contents before you perform other work (for example, loading the data into a target
subsystem). You can search for specific information in the extract object. You can export the data from the extract object
into a data set in a readable character format. This activity is useful for performing testing (such as comparing one release
to another release).

This illustration describes the tasks to view and export data for extract objects:
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This scenario describes the following tasks:

View Data in an Extract Object

You can view the contents of an extract object file and can perform searches. Browsing the data lets you verify file
contents before you perform other work (for example, loading the data into a target subsystem). You can also access
statistics that are associated with any find operation.

Follow these steps:

1. (Optional) Update your profile to customize your viewing session:
a. Enter PROFILE in the command line of any product panel.

The Profile panel appears.
b. Enter 2 in the OPTION field to update the product profile variables.

A list of parameters appears.
c. Adjust the maximum column width to display and the maximum number of records to display when viewing data as

needed.
Press the End key until the product Main Menu appears.

2. Enter C in the command line on the product Main Menu.
The Command Center panel appears.

3. (Optional) Customize the header fields to change results in the list, then press Enter.
Results change according to your customizations.

4. Enter V next to an extract object in the list.
The Extract Object Contents panel appears.

5. (Optional) Enter the following command to search for specific data in the extract object:
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Search [string]

string
(Optional) Specifies information that you want to locate in the extract object. This action lets you verify or find
information without going into the detailed view.
If you omit a string, the advanced search panel appears. Use this panel to perform mixed-case text searches, to
limit searches to specific objects within the extract object, and to export search data to a specified destination. You
can run advanced searches online or in a batch job.

Message information appears, reflecting search results. To directly view information that you are targeting in your
searches, you can view the contents of extract object members.

6. Enter V next to an extract object member to view its contents.
The Extract Object View panel appears. This panel lists members of the extract object.
Dependent objects are indented under parent objects. You can globally hide or expose dependents by issuing the
COLLAPSE (C) or EXPLODE (E) primary command. You can issue the C or E line command to hide or expose
dependents on individual lines. If you performed a search for the object, the view is positioned to the first matched
string. You can find other occurrences of the string by performing the RFIND command (PF5).
The panel displays as many records as allowed in the available memory. Large objects might show only a subset of
records. Column width is 32 characters by default. If column data exceeds this width, you can place the cursor in the
column data and can scroll right and left (PF11 and PF10).

7. Use the line commands to view and manipulate displayed data.
Data views change as you issue commands. You can continue to view extract object data and enter commands as
needed.

Export the Contents of an Extract Object

You can export data from an extract object into a data set in a readable character format. This activity is useful for
performing testing (such as comparing one release to another release).

When exporting the data, you can use the View format (for simply viewing the output) or comma-separated value (CSV)
format. CSV file format lets you import the content into other tools that accept this format. In View format, data is formatted
and aligned with the columns. In CSV format, fields are separated by commas in the same order as the column record.

You can also export data when viewing the contents of an extract object. After choosing to view the extract object contents
from the Command Center, issue the SEARCH primary command. The command provides access to advanced options
where you can export search results to a data set.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter C in the command line on the product Main Menu.
The Command Center panel appears.

2. (Optional) Customize the header fields to change results in the list, then press Enter.
Results change according to your customizations.

3. Enter O next to an extract object in the list.
The Export Object panel appears.

4. Complete the fields on the panel to control the export process, and press the END key.
The product exports data to the data set that you listed in your settings. The export data set contains records from all
objects in the extract object. The records for each object are bracketed with the start and end information that identifies
the name of the containing object.

Example: Sample Export Data Set

An export data set contains records from objects in an extract object. Each record includes the following information:
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• Bracket information indicating the start of the record
• Object type and qualified name
• Extract object internal ID
• Approximate number of records between the brackets
• Bracket information indicating the end of the record

Extracted data immediately follows the column record.

This example shows a sample export data set:

{{START T SYSIBM.SYSROUTINES 0001 8600

table_data

{{END T SYSIBM.SYSROUTINES

Batch Parameters
When you perform the extract and load processes in batch mode, ensure that you update the following batch parameters
in the extract and load JCLs before submitting the jobs.

When you perform the extract and load processes in batch mode, ensure that you update the following batch parameters
in the extract and load JCLs before submitting the jobs.

Extract JCL Parameters

The following parameters are new in the extraction JCL.

SRCDEF
Specifies the name of the source definition.

OBJSELECTED
Specifies the object selection criteria.

OBJNAME
Specifies the name of the source object.

OBJCREATOR
Specifies the creator of the source object.

OBJTYPE
Specifies the type of the object. The valid types are A (alias), S (synonym), T (table), and V (view).

SAMPLINGRATIO1
Specifies the number of sample records in a sample.

SAMPLINGRATIO2
Specifies the sample size.

STARTOBJKEYFILE
Specifies the key file that is applied to the start object.

EQFCREATOR
Specifies the creator of the where clause.

EQFNAME
Specifies the name of the where clause.

ROWLIMITS
Specifies the initial number of rows to be extracted for the start object.

ROWLIMIT
Specifies where limit for the child object.
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TABLENAME
Specifies the object name for which filtering criteria is applied.

TABLECREATOR
Specifies the creator of the object.

UNRELATED_OBJECT
Specifies the state of the RI relationship.

ENDOBJ
Specifies the end of the object.

PC/CP{}
Specifies PC-CP relationship rules of the objects.

Load JCL Parameters

The following parameters are new in the extraction JCL.

SRCCREATOR
Specifies the creator of the source object.

SRCNAME
Specifies the name of the source object.

SRCTYPE
Specifies the type of the source object. The valid types are A (alias), S (synonym), T (table), and V (view).

OBJCREATOR
Specifies the creator of the target object.

OBJNAME
Specifies the name of the target object.

OBJTYPE
Specifies the type of the target object. The valid types are A (alias), S (synonym), T (table), and V (view).

DEPENDENTTABLE
Specifies the state of the RI relationship.

BASETABOFAORS
Specifies if the selected object is a base table for a synonym or alias.

EXTID
Specifies the extract ID of the extract object data.

DBNAME
Specifies the name of the database.

TSNAME
specifies the name of the table space.

SELECTED
Specifies the objection selection for the load process.

ENDOBJ
Specifies the end of the object.

TSNAME
Specifies the name of the table space.
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Define the Target
You can create or update a target definition. The target definition defines the target subsystem and the objects into which
you want to load the extracted data.

The first step in the load functions is to identify the target definition and specify the target objects. You can create or
update a target definition. The target definition defines the target subsystem and the objects into which you want to
load the extracted data. The target definition maps each object from the source subsystem to an object on the target
subsystem and is stored in the product registry. The registry contains internal Db2 tables that RC/Extract uses to store
information about the target definitions on each Db2 subsystem.

Complete the following steps to define the target objects:

1. Identify the target definition.
2. Specify target objects for the load.

To provide for more efficient loading of targets, you can use the parallel load facility when processing a target definition.
When parallel load is selected, the data from each table in the extract object is written to a separate file. Complete sets
of JCL are created to load the files into the appropriate tablespaces. You can submit these jobs one by one. You can also
create a single large job that can be input to a REXX exec, which can then create and submit the individual load jobs
automatically.

Define the Load Target
Create or update the name of the target definition you want by using the Target Definition Selection panel.

You can enter selection criteria in the Creator or Name fields of the Target Definition Selection panel to bring up a list of
existing source definitions.

1. Select option 3, Define Targets, from the Extract/Load Services menu, and press Enter.
The Target Definition Selection screen appears.

2. Specify data in the following fields:
Extract Object

The extract object is required to uniquely identify subsequent load processing. You must supply the name of the
extract object for the target definition.
You can specify selection criteria to select from a list of extract objects on the Extract Object Selection screen.
Extract objects can have multiple target definitions that are associated with them.

Creator
In the Creator field, do one of the following:

• If you are creating a target definition, specify a TSO user ID. This field defaults to your TSO user ID.
If you change this field to something other than your user ID, it is assumed that you are attempting to update a
target definition created by another user.

• If you are updating a target definition, specify the creator of the target definition you want to update.
You can enter selection criteria to display a list of target definitions.

• If an extract object is modified before loading the data, the changes are automatically synchronized in the
target definition. You can update the target objects from the Target Mapping panel.

Name
In the Name field, specify a name for the target definition you want to create or update. You can also enter
selection criteria to display a list of target definitions.
This field defaults to the name of the current target definition, if one has been established. If one has not been
established, it defaults to @TRGDEF1.

Press Enter.
The Target Mapping panel appears.
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NOTE
If you do not specify the Creator and Name fields, when you press Enter a list of all target definitions for that
extract object appears on the Target Mapping panel. To extract objects with more than one target definition,
select the target definition you want to work with.

From the Target Mapping panel, you can specify the object that you want to use as a target for your extraction.
3. Enter S to include the object in the target load or X to exclude the object from the target load.

NOTE
For more information, see Specify Target Objects.

4. If you have a license to use  RC/Update, you can also use  RC/Update to browse an existing target object. You can
also create a target object using the existing source object as a template. The template option can be used instead of
creating the objects when loading the extracted data.
For more information, see Template During Load.

5. (Optional) Enter INDEXES in the Command line to see the indexes that are associated with the source and target
objects.

Specify Target Objects
You must specify the object that you want to use as a target for your extraction. You can:

• Specify where to load your extracted data by mapping a source object to a target object.
• Determine if the target object (object name qualified by creator) you have specified currently exists.
• Provide a description for your target definition.
• Restrict access to this target definition by other users to no access, read-only access, or update authority.
• View all objects to the source objects.

After you have identified the target definition, the Target Mapping panel appears.

------------------------ RC/EXTRACT Target Mapping --------------------------- 

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE 

 GCHANGE: Global Changes        DEPSW: Show Dependent Objects                                                 

                              

Extract Object:    USER002.TESTTWO.EXTOBJ                                      

Target Definition: USER002.@TRGDEF1                                            

 Description  ===> NEW TARGET DEFINITION                                       

 Share Option ===> N                                                           

Registry SSID: D81A ------------------------------------------------- USER002  

 Source SSID  ===> D81A                  Target SSID   ===> D81A               

    Location  ===> LOCAL                    Location   ===> LOCAL              

C S SOURCE OBJECT        CREATOR  TYPE  TARGET OBJECT      CREATOR  TYPE  MAP  

_ S USER0SRCA_ACT      > USER004>  T    USER0SRCA_ACT     >USER004>  T    YES  

_ S USER0SRCA_DEPT     > USER004>  T    USER0SRCA_DEPT    >USER004>  T    YES  

_ S USER0SRCA_EMP      > USER004>  T    USER0SRCA_EMP     >USER004>  T    YES  

_ S USER0SRCA_EMPROJCT > USER004>  T    USER0SRCA_EMPROJCT>USER004>  T    YES  

_ S USER0SRCA_PROJ     > USER004>  T    USER0SRCA_PROJ    >USER004>  T    YES  

_ S USER0SRCA_PROJACT  > USER004>  T    USER0SRCA_PROJACT >USER004>  T    YES  

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************   

Line Commands - M, B, S, T, X   

When you scroll to the right (using PF11 or the right command), the following other fields appear.
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------------------------- RC/EXTRACT Target Mapping --------------------------- 

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE 

 GCHANGE: Global Changes        DEPSW: Show Dependent Objects                                                 

                              

Extract Object:    USER002.TESTTWO.EXTOBJ                                      

Target Definition: USER002.@TRGDEF1                                            

 Description  ===> NEW TARGET DEFINITION                                       

 Share Option ===> N                                                           

Registry SSID: D81A ------------------------------------------------- USER002  

 Source SSID  ===> D81A                  Target SSID   ===> D81A               

    Location  ===> LOCAL                    Location   ===> LOCAL                

C  TARGET OBJECT      CREATOR  TYPE  MAP  DB NAME  DB STAT  TS NAME  TS STAT   

_  USER0SRCA_ACT     >USER004>  T    YES  DBNBN02  EXISTS   TSNBN02  EXISTS    

_  USER0SRCA_DEPT    >USER004>  T    YES  DBNBN02  EXISTS   TSNBN02  EXISTS    

_  USER0SRCA_EMP     >USER004>  T    YES  DBNBN02  EXISTS   TSNBN02  EXISTS    

_  USER0SRCA_EMPROJCT>USER004>  T    YES  DBNBN02  EXISTS   TSNBN02  EXISTS    

_  USER0SRCA_PROJ    >USER004>  T    YES  DBNBN02  EXISTS   TSNBN02  EXISTS    

_  USER0SRCA_PROJACT >USER004>  T    YES  DBNBN02  EXISTS   TSNBN02  EXISTS    

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************   

Line Commands - M, B, S, T, X 

To define the target on the Target Mapping panel, complete the following fields:

Description
Provide a description of your target definition.

Share Option
Specify the share level for other users.

Target SSID
The subsystem identifier of the target object. You can enter any value for the SSID and can generate load JCL
that can be saved. The job can then be run on a CPU where the SSID is valid. No verification occurs for the
subsystem identifier. You must be sure that the SSID is valid when the job executes.
To load the tables into target tables with the same creator and name on a different subsystem, enter the
subsystem identifier for the other subsystem. Leave the creator and name fields unchanged.

C
Specify M {map}, B {browse}, S {select or include}, T {template}, and X {exclude}.

Target Object column
The name of the target object to which the source object maps. The default is the source object name.

Creator column
The creator of the target object to which the source object maps. The default is the source object creator.

DB Name
The name of the target database. The default is the source database name.

TS Name
The name of the target tablespace. The default is the source tablespace name.

NOTE
To load tables into tables with the same name but with a different creator, object, database name, and
tablespace name, use the Global Change Facility. Press PF5, fill in the fields on the Global Change
Facility pop-up window, and press Enter. The panel is updated to reflect these powerful changes. Every
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instance on the Target Mapping panel is changed. Use the asterisk (*) character in the From fields to
change all occurrences to a given value. For example, to change all creators to TEST, enter an asterisk
in the From field and TEST in the To field.

Press the END key to save your target definition and return to the Extract/Load Services menu. Confirmation information
appears on the screen.

View Related Objects
To view all objects that are related by referential integrity to the source objects, press PF6 on the command line of the
Target Mapping panel.

------------------------ RC/EXTRACT Target Mapping ---------------------------

COMMAND ===> INDEXES                                          SCROLL ===> PAGE 

 GCHANGE: Global Changes        DEPSW: Show Dependent Objects                                                 

                              

Extract Object:    USER002.TESTTWO.EXTOBJ                                      

Target Definition: USER002.@TRGDEF1                                            

 Description  ===> NEW TARGET DEFINITION                                       

 Share Option ===> N                                                           

Registry SSID: D81A ------------------------------------------------- USER002  

 Source SSID  ===> D81A                  Target SSID   ===> D81A               

    Location  ===> LOCAL                    Location   ===> LOCAL              

C S SOURCE OBJECT        CREATOR  TYPE  TARGET OBJECT     CREATOR  TYPE  MAP  

_ S USER0SRCA_ACT     >  USER004>  T    USER0SRCA_ACT     >USER004>  T    YES  

_ S USER0SRCA_DEPT    >  USER004>  T    USER0SRCA_DEPT    >USER004>  T    YES  

_ S USER0SRCA_EMP     >  USER004>  T    USER0SRCA_EMP     >USER004>  T    YES  

_ S USER0SRCA_EMPROJCT>  USER004>  T    USER0SRCA_EMPROJCT>USER004>  T    YES  

_ S USER0SRCA_PROJ    >  USER004>  T    USER0SRCA_PROJ    >USER004>  T    YES  

_ S USER0SRCA_PROJACT >  USER004>  T    USER0SRCA_PROJACT >USER004>  T    YES  

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************  

Line Commands - M, B, S, T, X   

The objects appear beneath the source object to which they are related. You can specify a new target object name and
creator ID.

------------------------- RC/EXTRACT Target Mapping --------------------------- 

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE 

 GCHANGE: Global Changes        DEPSW: Show Dependent Objects                                                 

                              

Extract Object:    USER002.TESTTWO.EXTOBJ                                      

Target Definition: USER002.@TRGDEF1                                            

 Description  ===> NEW TARGET DEFINITION                                       

 Share Option ===> N                                                           

Registry SSID: D81A ------------------------------------------------- USER002  

 Source SSID  ===> D81A                  Target SSID   ===> D81A               

    Location  ===> LOCAL                    Location   ===> LOCAL               

C S SOURCE OBJECT        CREATOR  TYPE  TARGET OBJECT      CREATOR  TYPE  MAP  

_ S USER0SRCA_ACT     >  USER004>  T    USER0SRCA_ACT     >USER004>  T    YES  

  S   PDJKSXAACT      >  USER004>  I    PDJKSXAACT        >USER004>  I         
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_ S USER0SRCA_DEPT    >  USER004>  T    USER0SRCA_DEPT    >USER004>  T    YES  

  S   PDJKSXADEP      >  USER004>  I    PDJKSXADEP        >USER004>  I         

_ S USER0SRCA_EMP     >  USER004>  T    USER0SRCA_EMP     >USER004>  T    YES  

  S   PDJKSXAEMP      >  USER004>  I    PDJKSXAEMP        >USER004>  I         

_ S USER0SRCA_EMPROJCT>  USER004>  T    USER0SRCA_EMPROJCT>USER004>  T    YES

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************  

Line Commands - M, B, S, T, X   

Review the Status of the Target Objects
As you enter the Creator, DB Name, and TS Name of the Target Object on the Target Mapping panel, status fields are
populated. The statuses appear in the Map, DB Stat, and TS Stat fields, and they let you know:

• If the object exists
• If the object columns are mapped to columns in the existing objects
• If the object is automatically created by RC/Extract when loading the extracted data
• If you must create the object before the extraction

------------------------ RC/EXTRACT Target Mapping --------------------------- 

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE 

 GCHANGE: Global Changes        DEPSW: Show Dependent Objects                                                 

                              

Extract Object:    USER002.TESTTWO.EXTOBJ                                      

Target Definition: USER002.@TRGDEF1                                            

 Description  ===> NEW TARGET DEFINITION                                       

 Share Option ===> N                                                           

Registry SSID: D81A ------------------------------------------------- USER002  

 Source SSID  ===> D81A                  Target SSID   ===> D81A               

    Location  ===> LOCAL                    Location   ===> LOCAL                 

C  TARGET OBJECT      CREATOR  TYPE  MAP  DB NAME  DB STAT  TS NAME  TS STAT   

_  NEW_ACT         >  TESTID>   T    NEW  DBNBN02  EXISTS   TSNBN02  EXISTS    

   NEW_ACT_INDEX   >  TESTID>   I                                              

_  NEW_DEPT        >  TESTID>   T    NEW  DBNBN02  EXISTS   TSNBN02  EXISTS    

   NEW_DEPT_INDEX  >  TESTID>   I                                              

_  NEW_EMP         >  TESTID>   T    NEW  DBNBN02  EXISTS   TSNBN02  EXISTS    

   NEW_EMP_INDEX   >  TESTID>   I                                              

_  NEW_EMPROJCT    >  TESTID>   T    NEW  DBNBN02  EXISTS   TSNBN02  EXISTS   

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************    

Line Commands - M, B, S, T, X   

The status fields on the Target Mapping panel are:

Map
Indicates whether the columns of the source object on that line “maps” to the columns in the target object. Valid
values are:

• NEW -- The target object does not exist. RC/Extract automatically creates it when loading the extracted data.

NOTE
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If you want to create the object yourself before extraction (instead of having it automatically created),
use the T command to “template” a new object using RC/Extract.

• YES -- The target object exists and has columns that correspond to each of the columns in the source object.
• NO -- The target object exists but does not have columns that map to each of the columns in the source

object.
• UNK -- The status of the target object cannot be determined because a connection to the target subsystem

could not be established.

DB Stat
Displays the status of the target database. Values are:

• EXISTS -- The database exists on the target subsystem.
• NO -- The database does not exist. You must create this database before performing the load, or the load fails.
• UNK -- The status of the database cannot be determined because a connection to the target subsystem could

not be established.

TS Stat
Displays the status of the target tablespace. Values are:

• EXISTS -- The tablespace exists on the target subsystem.
• NO -- The tablespace does not exist. You must create this tablespace before performing the load, or the load

fails.
• UNK -- The status of the tablespace cannot be determined because a connection to the target subsystem

could not be established.

Column Mapping
When you create or update target definitions, you can compare each column between the source and target tables. You
can also identify columns with the same name, type, and length. You can:

• Change column mappings (map the source column names)
• Add literals (assign literal values to a column while loading the extracted data)
• Add expressions to the columns. Include the DB2 function as part of the expression for the following data types:

numeric, string, date, and timestamp. These expressions are then applied at run time while the data is being loaded
into the target table.

• Obtain the value from a lookup table using the LOOKUP function. These options provide you with more flexibility while
loading the data.

To retain RI relationships, mapping expressions on primary key columns of a parent table are automatically applied to
the corresponding foreign key columns on the child table. Likewise, mapping expressions are cascaded from foreign key
columns to primary key columns.

For system-defined RI, the mapping expressions are validated to ensure that the target data is loaded into the target
objects. This validation maintains the RI relationships.

You can also review the following videos to learn more about the column-mapping feature and the lookup function:

1. Select option 3, Define Targets, from the Extract/Load Services menu and press Enter. The Target Definition Selection
panel appears.

2. Specify the extract object and target definition and press Enter.
The Target Mapping panel appears.

3. Enter M (map) and press Enter to compare each column between the source and target tables and identify the
columns with the same name, data type, and length.
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The Target Mapping Services panel appears. The columns are auto-mapped based on the column name, data type,
and length.

RXPCMAP ----------------- RC/X Target Mapping Services ------------------ 

COMMAND ===>                                             SCROLL ===> PAGE 

                                                                        

 SOURCE                          TARGET                                 

  CREATOR   ==> <creator>   >    CREATOR   ==> <creator>        >       

  TABLE     ==> <tablename> >    TABLE     ==> <tablename>      >       

---------------------------------USERID ---------------------------------

<*SOURCE-COLUMNS**> |<*********************TARGET-COLUMNS***************>

COL NAME   DATATYPE | COL NAME    DATATYPE ND MAPPING EXPRESSION        

COL1       V(40)    | COL1        V(40)    YY                           

COL2       C(20)    | COL2        C(20)    YY                          

COL3       INTEGER  | COL3        INTEGER  YY                         

** BOTTOM OF DATA ** ***************** BOTTOM OF DATA **************      

4. Complete optional Steps 5, 6, 7, and 8 as applicable in the Mapping Expression field.
When entering data in the Mapping Expression field, remember:
– This field is case-sensitive.
– Scalar functions are supported.
– The XML, CLOB, BLOB, DBCLOB, and DOCID column types are excluded.

(LOB and ROWID creation at the target level are supported, but not migration of the data. DECIMAL and FLOAT
data types are not supported for the LOOKUP function. For more information about supported data types, see the
online help.)

– Some target column types are not available for edit. For example, GENERATED ALWAYS AS IDENTITY.
– Do not leave this column blank for target columns that are defined as NOT NULL WITHOUT DEFAULT.
– When an error occurs, the cursor is placed at the beginning of the corresponding column for correction.

NOTE

Increased CPU time (approximately 25% to 30%) has been observed with the use of this feature when large
table data is processed. For example, 10 million rows.

5. (Optional) Assign literal values to columns while loading. You can map literals on each column using the following
syntax:

numeric value : =literal value      Graphic value : =GX'literal value'

binary value  : =BX'literal value'  Hex value     : =X'literal value'

Other types   : ='literal value'

The target column rows are populated with the literal value during the load.
Note the following guidelines:
– A literal must start with an equal sign (=).
– To specify a single literal value, use the equal sign (=) as a prefix for the literal value.
– The character, string, binary, and graphic literals must be enclosed in single quotes.

6. (Optional) Map the source table column names that follow the DB2 delimitation rules.
7. (Optional) Include DB2 function as part of the expression for the numeric, string, date, and timestamp data types.

Use arguments that you can specify as part of the VALUES clause of the INSERT INTO SQL statement. Use only
source column names in expressions and not in target tables. All embedded source column names are replaced with
parameter markers in the dynamic insert query that is being prepared. Semantic and syntactical validations are not
performed for expressions.

8. (Optional) Use the LOOKUP function to obtain a column value that you can load into the destination column of the
target from the lookup table according to a source column value. The LOOKUP function executes on the column level.
The retrieved value is loaded into the corresponding destination column of the target table.
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The LOOKUP function has the following syntax:

LOOKUP(<tbcreator>,<tbname>,<srccol>,<trgincol>,<trgoutcol>,<default column>)

When you specify a value, the lookup function searches for the value in the source column. When the specified value
matches a value in the source column, the source value is interpreted to a value in the lookup table. This value is
inserted in the target table.

NOTE
LOOKUP is validated by an equal sign (=). Execute the LOOKUP keyword against a target table column.
This keyword is not case-sensitive.

tbcreator
The lookup table creator.

tbname
The lookup table name. Specify this value without any qualifiers.

NOTE
The lookup table must exist on the DB2 subsystem for the target definition.

srccol
The source table column name to search for in the lookup table. Specify this value without any qualifiers. If a
matching source value is not found and the default column value is not specified, the source column value is used
for the load.

trgincol
The value in the lookup table IN column to match against the source table column value (srccol). Specify this
value without any qualifiers.

NOTE

If multiple matches exist, the first match is used.
trgoutcol

The value in the lookup table OUT column that is loaded into a destination column of the target table. Specify this
value without any qualifiers.

default column
(Optional) The source table column name to use as the default search value. When a match is not found for
the source column name in the lookup table, the specified default column value is used instead. If there is no
specified value and a matching source value is not found in the lookup table, the source column value is used for
the load.

Lookup Syntax Examples:
When the following sample lookup syntax is specified, xyz is loaded into a destination column of the target table during
load processing.
LOOKUP (QARCQ,LUKUP_TB,COL1,'abc','abc','xyz')

In the following sample syntax, 123 is loaded into the target table column when a match is not found for the source
column value, abc:

LOOKUP (QARCQ,LUKUP_TB,COL1,'abc','efg','xyz',’123’)

9. Press Enter when done.
The following propagation rules are followed when performing the load:
– For objects that have a mapping expression that is defined on a primary key or foreign key column, the default SQL

load behavior is INSERT. The Update Existing Rows SQL load parameter is ignored.
– For objects that have a mapping expression that is not defined on any columns, or a mapping expression that is

only defined on a non-primary or a non-foreign key column, the Update Existing Rows load parameter is honored.
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For example, when the update option is turned on, an SQL UPDATE occurs when an -803 error is generated during
SQL INSERT.

– For objects that have mapping expressions that are defined on primary key and foreign key columns, along with a
mapping expression that is also specified for non-primary key and non-foreign key columns, only SQL INSERTS
occur during load processing.

– Mapping expressions are propagated for the system RI set. Unrelated tables in a target definition are ignored.

Example: Mapping Progression

In this example, parent table EMP has a primary key (PK) column EMPNO that is mapped to EMPNO+10. This mapping
expression displays automatically when you map the child table foreign key (FK) column EMPNO from the child table,
EMPPROJACT. EMPPROJACT should have EMPNO+10.

The following panel shows EMPNO with a valid expression:

RXPCMAP ----------------- RC/X Target Mapping Services ------------------ 

COMMAND ===>                                             SCROLL ===> PAGE 

                                                                        

 SOURCE                          TARGET                                 

  CREATOR   ==> <creator>   >    CREATOR   ==> <creator>        >       

  TABLE     ==> EMP         >    TABLE     ==> EMP              >       

---------------------------------USERID ---------------------------------

<*SOURCE-COLUMNS**> |<*********************TARGET-COLUMNS***************>

COL NAME   DATATYPE | COL NAME    DATATYPE ND MAPPING EXPRESSION        

EMPNO      C(6)     | EMPNO       C(6)     NN EMPNO+10                  

FIRSTNME   V(12)    | FIRSTNME    V(12)    NN FIRSTNME                  

MIDINT     C(1)     | MIDINT      C(1)     NN MIDINT                    

** BOTTOM OF DATA ** ***************** BOTTOM OF DATA ************** 

The following panel shows EMPNO of EMPPROJACT with the propagated value.

RXPCMAP ----------------- RC/X Target Mapping Services ------------------ 

COMMAND ===>                                             SCROLL ===> PAGE 

                                                                        

 SOURCE                          TARGET                                 

  CREATOR   ==> <creator>   >    CREATOR   ==> <creator>        >       

  TABLE     ==> EMPPROJACT  >    TABLE     ==> EMPPROJACT       >       

---------------------------------USERID ---------------------------------

<*SOURCE-COLUMNS**> |<*********************TARGET-COLUMNS***************>

COL NAME   DATATYPE | COL NAME    DATATYPE ND MAPPING EXPRESSION        

EMPNO      C(6)     | EMPNO       C(6)     NN EMPNO+10                  

PROJNO     C(6)     | PROJNO      V(12)    NN PROJNO                    

ACTNO      SMALLINT | ACTNO       C(1)     NN ACTNO                     

EMPTIME    D(5,2)   | EMPTIME     D(5,2)   YY EMPTIME                   

EMSTDATE   DATE     | EMSTDATE    DATE     YY EMSTDATE                  

EMENDATE   DATE     | EMENDATE    DATE     YY EMENDATE                  

** BOTTOM OF DATA ** ***************** BOTTOM OF DATA **************  

LOOKUP (QARCQ,LUKUP_TB,COL1,'abc','efg','xyz',’123’)
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Create and Template During Load

Creation During Load

If the database and tablespace already exist, and you can map to an object that does not yet exist. The object is
automatically created when loading the extracted data. The object is only created if the Extract DDL was set to Y for DDL
Options on the Process Source Definition panel.

WARNING
If the database or tablespace does not exist, an error message appears when attempting the load.

Template a New Object

Instead of automatically creating an object when loading the extracted data, you can use the T line command on the
Target Mapping panel to use RC/Update to create the object. A valid RC/Update license is required to use this feature.

You create an object using an existing object as a template. The Table Template screen in RC/Update displays the values
that were used to create the template object. This screen allows you to specify many more parameters for the new object
than using the RC/Extract Automatic Object Creation feature. With Automatic Object Creation, you can specify only the
object name, creator, database name, and tablespace name. When you use the T line command, you can set specific
parameters for your new object, such as removing EDIT PROCS and changing column level defaults.

1. Enter T the Target Mapping panel in the C column next to the target object that you want to template.
The Table Template screen appears, listing the values defined for the “templated” object.

2. Specify table parameters by editing the fields on the Table Template screen, and press the END key to exit.
You are returned to the Target Mapping panel. The value YES appears in the MAP column, indicating that the target
object exists and has columns. The columns correspond to each of the columns in the source object.
If the object you are templating has an index, you must create an index for your new object
See the RC/Update documentation for details.

Global Change Facility
You can use the Global Change Facility screen to make global changes to all objects in the target mapping. You can edit
the Target fields (Creator, Object, DBname, and TSname) simultaneously, instead of making all the edits individually.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Target Mapping panel, press PF5 to access the Global Change Facility.
The Global Change Facility screen appears.
--------------------------- RC/EXTRACT Target Mapping --------------------------- 

COMMAND ===> RFIND                                            SCROLL ===> PAGE 

                  +------------ RC/Extract Global Change Facility ------------+

Extract Object:   |                                                           | 

Target Definition | COMMAND ===>                                              | 

 Description  ===>|                                                           | 

 Share Option ===>|    Change            From              To                 | 

Registry SSID: D81| --------------     --------            --------           | 

 Source SSID  ===>| Target Creator     *_______ >          NEWHIRE_ >         | 

    Location  ===>|                                                           | 

                  | Target Object      __________________ > _______________ > | 

C S SOURCE OBJECT |                                                           | 

_ S USER0SRCA_ACT | Target DBname      ________            ________           | 

_ S USER0SRCA_DEPT|                                                           | 

_ S USER0SRCA_EMP | Target TSname      ________            ________           | 

_ S USER0SRCA_EMPR|                                                           | 
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_ S USER0SRCA_PROJ| MATCHCASE is ON                                           | 

_ S USER0SRCA_PROJ+-----------------------------------------------------------+ 

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************  

Line Commands - B, S, T, X   

2. Specify the original Creator, Object, DBname, and TSname field value in the From column. Specify new information in
the To column, and press Enter, which causes a change at every instance on the screen.

NOTE
Enter an asterisk (*) in any of the From fields to change all occurrences to a given To value. For example, to
change all creators to TEST, put an asterisk (*) in the From field and TEST in the To field.

Perform the Load
After performing an extraction and defining the target subsystem and objects in which to load the data, you can load
objects into the target environment.

To define input to the load process, you specify an extract object (which contains the data to load). You also specify the
target definition that is defined for that extract object. Load source definitions containing views with the SQL Load engine.

1. Enter 1  in the Option field of the RC/EXTRACT Main Menu.
The Extract/Load Services menu appears.

2. Enter 4 (for Perform Load) in the Option field.
The Process Target Definition panel appears.
If an extract object is modified before loading the data, the changes are automatically synchronized in the target
definition. You can update the target objects from the Target Mapping panel.

3. Complete the fields on the panel to define the criteria for loading the target objects.
If you specify Y for Parallel Load (for loading extracted data in separate jobs), specify B for the Process Mode field and
U for the Load Method field. The DDL Options fields specify whether RC/Extract generates DDL to do the following
automatically:
– Create the target objects (if they do not exist).
– Create referential integrity (if it does not exist).
– Perform the Check Utility function (which helps verify that loaded data is referentially intact).
Press Enter to process your selections.
The product loads the data into the target environment.

Update SQL Load Options
If you chose to update the load parameters on the Process Target Definition screen, the SQL Load Options screen
appears.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Empty Target Table Before Loading field, specify whether you want to delete or add to the target table
data before loading it into the existing table. Specify Y to delete the data or N to add to the data. If you specify N, make
sure you fill in the Update Existing Rows in Target Table field.
Whenever you perform a delete against a table (delete from source or target table, delete before insert), DB2 honors
all CASCADE delete RI rules that are established for the table.

2. In the Update Existing Rows in Target Table field, specify how you want to update existing rows in the target table. If
you specified N for the Empty Target Table Before Loading field, a value is required for the Update Existing Rows in
Target Table field. For example, if you have a source employee table and a target employee table, both have a record
of employee 222. If you have specified N to not update rows and the employee number 222 is in a column that is
indexed and does not allow duplicates, the SQL load process terminates with a -803 SQLCODE. The -803 SQLCODE
indicates that duplicate values are not allowed for the column. Load processing up to the last commit is retained, but
further loading is terminated. Specify Y in this field to update the row.
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3. In the Commit Frequency for Load Operation field, specify how often a commit should be performed on the target table
as the data is being loaded.
In addition to performing a commit on the target table as often as specified in this field, a commit is also performed
at the end of each source table loading into the target table. This last commit helps ensure that data is not lost. For
example, if you are extracting 10 rows from the source table, and your Commit Frequency for Load Operation field
value is 0003, the following occur:
– Rows 1, 2, and 3 are loaded, followed by a commit on the target table.
– Rows 4, 5, and 6 are loaded, followed by a commit on the target table.
– Rows 7, 8, and 9 are loaded, followed by a commit on the target table.
– Finally, row 10 is loaded, and because it is the last row of the source table another commit is performed on the

target table.
4. In the Skip Insert row on -530 SQLCODE field, specify whether to allow SQL Load to continue processing when an

SQL code -530 is returned (regarding a child row that lacks the required parent row).
Skipped rows are not written to a discard file. To insert skipped rows, rerun the Load of the same extract object, using
options Update=N and Skip=Y. Do not specify these options during the first execution of a Load. Otherwise, you risk
losing an update.

NOTE
This option is not recommended when tables are related by circular RI.

Specify IBM Load Options
If you chose to update load parameters on the Process Target Definition screen, and you specified that you are using
IBM load utilities on the Profile screen, the IBM Load Options screen appears. A valid license for the IBM load utility is
required.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Load/Resume Replace field, specify how you want to process the rows in the table by entering one of the
following values:
– Y -- The existing rows of the table are not deleted. If the tablespace is not empty, the records are added at the end

of the file. If the tablespace is empty, a warning is issued, and processing continues.
– N -- If the tablespace is not empty (if it contains any rows in any table in that tablespace), processing stops.
– R -- All existing rows in the tablespace are deleted and the load processing is started from the beginning of the

empty table.
2. Specify whether to log the data as it is loaded by entering N (default) or Y in the Log Data field.
3. Specify whether to sort keys as the data is loaded by entering N (default) or Y in the SORTKEYS field.
4. In the Number of Keys field, specify the estimated number of keys. The default is 0.
5. Specify whether to enforce system RI constraints by entering N (default) or Y in the Enforce Constraints field.
6. Specify whether to create a SYSERR error log by entering Y (default) or N in the SYSERR Error log field.
7. Specify whether to create a MAPDDN error log by entering Y (default) or N in the MAPDDN Error log field.
8. Specify whether or not to save discarded rows in the SYSDISC error data set. In the Save Discarded rows field, enter

Y (default) to save the discarded rows, or N to not save them.
9. Specify the maximum number of discarded rows that are permitted by entering a value in the Max Discard rows field. If

you enter 0, there is no limit.
10. Press PF3 to end and continue or Cancel to abandon changes.

Specify Fast Load Options
If you are updating load parameters on the Process Target Definition screen, and you specified that you are using Fast
Load (PFL) on the Profile screen, the Fast Load Options screen appears.
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Follow these steps:

1. In the Load Resume/Replace field, specify how you want to process the rows in the table by entering one of these
values:
– Y -- Resume the load. Do not delete the existing rows of the table. If the tablespace is not empty, the records are

added at the end of the file. If the tablespace is empty, a warning is issued and processing continues.
– N -- If the tablespace is not empty (if it contains any rows in any table in that tablespace), stop processing.
– R -- Delete all existing rows in the tablespace and start the load processing from the beginning of the empty table.

2. In the MAPDDN Error log field, specify where a formatted report of all errors is to be written. The ddname must be six
characters or less in length. (The seventh and eighth characters are used as increments.). Valid values are:
– Y -- Use SYSMAP DD for error information. This value is the default.
– N -- Do not use SYSMAP DD for error information.

You can extract this report later using the Discard Processing program.
3. In the Save Discarded rows field, specify whether to save discarded rows by entering one of the following values:

– Y -- Allocate SYSDISC error data set. This value is the default.
– N -- Do not allocate the SYSDISC error data set.

4. In the ALLMSGS Message field, enter Y or N (default) to specify whether Fast Load should issue additional
information about the load. Messages are written to the PTIIMSG data set, provided one is specified. Otherwise,
messages are written to the PTIMSG data set.

5. In the Ignore the Marked Errors During the Load field, enter Y or N to specify whether to ignore the marked errors in
the selection list. The default is set to Y, and the default for “100. Failed When Selection” is also set to Y. These two
options cause a Fast Load control card IGNORE-ERROR 100 to be generated with the load control statements. This
control card prevents the load utility from producing an error return code (RC 21) if rows are discarded. Some rows are
validly discarded when an Extract Object is loaded.
If you do not want to ignore any errors, change these two options to N. You can also change the settings to ignore
other errors in the list. If you want your changed settings to be saved and used for future loads, issue the SAVE
command on the panel. The settings are stored in your profile.

Specify Allocation Options
If you chose to update allocation options on the Process Target Definition screen, the Allocation Options screen appears.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Device Type field, enter the device type: DISK or TAPE.
2. In the Volume Serial field, enter the volume serial number, or leave this field blank for an authorized default volume.
3. In the Management Class field, enter the SMS management class, or leave blank for the default.
4. In the Storage Class field, enter the SMS storage class, or leave blank for the default.
5. In the Data Class field, enter the SMS data class, or leave blank for the default.
6. On the Discards line, use the PRI, SEC, and UNITS fields to specify the primary and secondary discard data set

allocations in tracks (TRK) or cylinders (CYL). The default for both primary and secondary is 50 tracks.
7. On the Errors line, use the PRI, SEC, and UNITS fields to specify the primary and secondary error data set allocations

in tracks (TRK) or cylinders (CYL). The default for both primary and secondary is 50 tracks.
8. On the Map line, use the PRI, SEC, and UNITS fields to specify the map data set allocations in tracks (TRK) or

cylinders (CYL). The default for both primary and secondary is 50 tracks.
9. On the SORTWK1 line, using the PRI, SEC, and UNITS fields to specify the sort Work1 data set allocations in tracks

(TRK) or cylinders (CYL). The default for both primary and secondary is one cylinder.
10. On the SORTWK2 line, using the PRI, SEC, and UNITS fields to specify the sort Work2 data set allocations in tracks

(TRK) or cylinders (CYL). The default for both primary and secondary is one cylinder.
11. If you have not specified Y in the Parallel Load field on the Process Target Definition screen, you can submit the

complete job.
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Specify Split Allocation Options
If you specified Y in the Parallel Load field on the Process Target Definition (to load extracted data in separate load jobs),
but only one tablespace is found, you are prompted to specify whether to continue the parallel load process.

____________  SINGLE TABLESPACE WARNING _____________ 

ACTION ===> N                                                                                               

  THIS EXTRACT LOADS A SINGLE TABLESPACE.              

  THEREFORE ONLY ONE LOAD JOB CAN BE CREATED.                                                              

  DO YOU WISH TO CONTINUE OR RETURN TO               

    THE PROCESS TARGET DEFINITION PANEL?                                                                

     Y - CONTINUE PARALLEL LOAD PROCESS              

     N - QUIT AND RETURN

If you continue, all tables are loaded normally into the single tablespace.

If you specified Y in the Parallel Load field on the Process Target Definition screen, and more than one tablespace is
found, the Split Allocations screen appears.

           -------- RC/EXTRACT Split Allocations ---------  

COMMAND ===>                                                                 

ALLOCATION OPTIONS                                                             

  SMS Parameters:                                                              

    Management Class   ==>           ( Blank for default Management Class )    

    Storage Class      ==>           ( Blank for default Storage Class )       

    Data Class         ==>           ( Blank for default Data Class )         

 CREATOR   TABLE NAME               DEVICE   UNITS  PRIMARY  SECONDARY         

 DSN8710   ACT                      DISK     00042  0000018  0000018           

 DSN8710   DEPT                     DISK     00080  0000009  0000009           

 DSN8710   EMP                      DISK     00113  0000031  0000031           

 DSN8710   EMPPROJACT               DISK     00052  0000074  0000074           

 DSN8710   PROJ                     DISK     00086  0000020  0000020           

 DSN8710   PROJACT                  DISK     00045  0000077  0000077           

******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ******************************* 

Follow these steps:

1. In the Management Class field, enter the SMS management class, or leave blank for the default.
2. In the Storage Class field, enter the SMS storage class, or leave blank for the default.
3. In the Data Class field, enter the SMS data class, or leave blank for the default.
4. View the values in the Device, Units, Primary, and Secondary fields. Values are provided when the panel is first

displayed as follows:
– If the original extract object is on Disk, values are provided for all fields.
– If the original extract object is on Tape, the Device column is filled in and the rest of the fields are blank.

WARNING
If the original extract object was on Disk and you want to write these files to Disk, do not change the values
that are provided by RC/Extract for UNITS, PRIMARY, and SECONDARY. These computed values are
accurate.
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5. If you want to change the device type from the one used for the original extract object, you can change the values for
these fields as follows:
– If the original extract object was on disk, and you want to write these files to tape, change the Device field to TAPE

and blank out everything else.
– If the original extract object was on tape, and you want to write some or all files to Disk, change the Device to DISK.

You must specify values for the Units and Primary fields. You should also specify values for the Secondary field, but
this field can be left blank.
• Units -- Specifies a numeric value (for block type allocation), CYL (for cylinders), or TRK (for tracks).

If you enter a numeric value, the space is allocated in blocks of the size specified.
• Primary -- Specifies a numeric value for the primary space allocation for a DISK data set. You should know the

approximate amount of data being extracted, and an estimate of the number of selected units that are required
to hold it.

• Secondary -- (optional) Specifies a numeric value that represents the number of units to be allocated for the file.
If the primary allocation is sufficient to contain the file, you can leave this field blank.
Overflow processing is not available in the Split Allocations process. The addition of a secondary allocation value
provides a safeguard in case the value you specified for the primary allocation is not sufficient.

6. Press Enter to process your selection.
The Batch JCL Specification panel appears.

7. Enter P if you want to preview the job.
The first job that is created contains the JCL and DDL to create the objects, if requested, and the JCL to execute the
split job.

Split Job
The split job can be submitted immediately or saved to a data set, and it must be run before any load jobs are executed.
The split job creates individual files which can be loaded in parallel.

You can generate DSnames for the new files. Append Lnnn to the name of the original extract object, where nnn is
the farthest right 3 digits of the ExtId of the table whose data is written to the file. The names that are created are valid
DSnames of fewer than 44 characters. The generated DSnames are only used in .ALLOC statements for allocation by the
Batch Processor. Each DSNAME is allocated to a DDNAME of the format DDNnnnn, where nnnn is also the ExtID of the
table. No further validation of the file name is performed. If the name generated is the same as an existing file, you can
manually change the Batch Processor cards that are generated to allocate the file.

After the split job is submitted, press PF3 to exit the Batch JCL Specification panel. The Parallel Load Method screen
appears. If you do not want to perform the load right away, the split job can be saved.

                --- RC/EXTRACT PARALLEL LOAD METHOD    ---                     

OPTION  ===>                                                            

SELECTION ===> S                                                        

       ENTER S TO USE THE NORMAL BATCH PROCESSOR JCL SPECIFICATION            

       SCREEN TO PREVIEW, SAVE, AND SUBMIT JOBS.                         

       ENTER C TO CREATE ONE LARGE DATASET WITH CONTROL CARDS FOR ALL         

       LOAD JOBS.                                                             

       SAVE THE DATASET FOR INPUT TO THE RXCPARL REXX EXEC WHICH WILL         

       CREATE AND SAVE AND/OR SUBMIT PARALLEL JOBS.                       

   S - (SEPARATE) - GOOD FOR LOADING A FEW TABLESPACES.                       

       EACH JOB CAN BE SUBMITTED OR SAVED DURING THIS PROCESS.         
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   C - (COMBINED) - BEST FOR LOADING A LARGE NUMBER OF TABLESPACES.           

       DATASET CONTAINING LOAD CONTROL CARDS CAN BE SPLIT INTO SEPARATE       

       JOBS AND SUBMITTED AND/OR SAVED FOR USER TO SUBMIT LATER.              

 

In the Selection field, enter one of the following options:

• S -- Prepare jobs for a separate submission. The Job Preview, Save and Submit process, using the Batch Processor
JCL Specification panel for each individual job occurs.

• C -- Create one combined file containing control cards for loads of all the tablespaces.

Combined File Parallel Load Processing
If you selected C (Combined) for the Parallel Load Method, then a single combined file is created containing control cards
for loads of all the tablespaces.

To continue with the combined parallel load processing method, follow these steps:

1. Read the following panel which appears to inform you that the job now being produced contains combined load cards
for all the load jobs. The information must be saved for subsequent processing.
              -------- RC/Extract Combined Load Cards -------        

COMMAND ===>                                                         

       *************************************************************  

       *                                                           *  

       *  Preparing Combined Load cards - Save, do not execute!    *  

       *                                                           *  

       *  Do not submit this job for Parallel Load at this time.   *  

       *  You must SAVE this Job Stream so that each table's       *  

       *  load cards can be used to create separate load jobs.     *  

       *                                                           *  

       *  In order to create separate jobs for Parallel Load,      *  

       *  the RXCPARL exec can be run using this file as input.    *  

       *  The jobs it creates will be saved in the PDS you         *  

       *  specify for output.  You can then submit the jobs as     *  

       *  desired, to perform the Parallel Load.  RXCPARL will     *  

       *  edit the job names so the jobs can run in Parallel.      *  

       *                                                           *  

       *  Press Enter or PF3 to continue.                          *  

       *                                                           *  

       *************************************************************  

2. Enter any character when you are ready to continue.
The Batch JCL Specification panel appears.

3. Enter D in the Destination field and enter a data set name and member name in the Output JCL Data Set
Specifications fields.

WARNING
Do not submit the job at this point.

4. Press Enter to process your selections. If you entered Y for the Check Utility field on the Process Target Definition
screen, a warning screen appears. If you did not select the Check Utility option on the Process Target Definition
screen, skip to step 8.
             --------- RC/Extract Check Data Cards  --------        
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COMMAND ===>                                                            

       *************************************************************  

       *                                                           *  

       *  Preparing Check Data Utility Cards - Save Only!          *  

       *                                                           *  

       *  Do not submit this Check Data Utility job at this time.  *  

       *  Save and Submit after all Load jobs have completed.      *  

       *                                                           *  

       *  This job must be submitted independently whether you     *  

       *  entered 'S' or 'C' on the RC/Extract Parallel Load       *  

       *  Method panel.                                            *  

       *  The most accurate results will be obtained if you        *  

       *  submit the Check Data Job after all the Load Jobs have   *  

       *  completed successfully.                                  *  

       *                                                           *  

       *  Press Enter or PF3 to continue.                          *  

       *                                                           *  

       *************************************************************  

5. Press any character to continue.
The Batch JCL Specification panel reappears.

6. Preview and save the job, which runs the Check Data Utility against the tablespaces. Save the file to a data set and
submit it later. Do not submit the job now.

7. Press Enter to process your selections.
The Process Target Definition screen reappears.

8. You can now submit the RXCPARL REXX EXEC which creates and saves and/or submits parallel jobs. Enter the
following statement from the command line of any screen to submit the RXCPARL REXX EXEC:
tso rxcparl

After the combined JCL has been generated and saved, you must execute the split process. The process can be
executed online using the TSO command line or in Batch Mode.

9. Press Enter.
The Split Load Options screen appears.
               --------- RC/Extract Split Load Options  --------      

OPTION  ===>                                                              

-------------------------------------------------------------- xxxxxxx      

 Function: 1     (1-Split and Submit, 2-Display only)                     

 Output JCL DSN: USERID.RCX.LOADJOBS                                    

 Input Script DSN: USERID.RCX.SAVELOAD                                

 Script Member Name: LOD1201A                                          

  Maximum parallel jobs at once:  3                                   

10. Do the following:
– Enter 1 in the Function field (to Split and Submit the loads).
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Note: Do not enter 2 before running Split and Submit. Display only displays the Statistics file that was
created during the split process. Display only cannot work before Split and Submit executes.

– In the Output JCL DSN field, enter the name of the existing PDS data set where you want the output to go. The
statistics file and the individual jobs are placed in this data set after they have been created.
Note: The Output JCL DSN should not be the same as the Input Script DSN, because that causes contention
problems when the jobs run.

– In the Input Script DSN field, enter the name that you supplied for the Data Set Name field on the Batch JCL
Specification panel. (Refer to step 3.)

– In the Script Member Name field, enter the name that you supplied for the Member Name field on the Batch JCL
Specification panel. (Refer to step 3.)

– For Maximum parallel jobs at once, enter 0 to submit all jobs concurrently, or enter a specific number of jobs to be
executed concurrently.

11. Press Enter.
The Job Submission Verification screen appears.

12. Enter Y to submit the jobs immediately or N if you want to submit the first job manually.
– If you enter Y, messages appear, indicating the jobs have been submitted.
– If you enter N, and if you entered a non-zero value in the Maximum parallel jobs at once field on the Split Load

Options screen, you must make a manual change to the generated JCL in the Output PDS before you submit it for
processing. Otherwise, the jobs are submitted one at a time and the benefits of using parallel load processing are
lost.
You must edit the JCL of the first job you choose to submit.
//*                                                   

//RCIF1  IF RC=0 THEN                                 

//S1   EXEC   PGM=IKJEFT01,DYNAMNBR=500               

//SYSTSPRT  DD  SYSOUT=*                              

//SYSEXEC   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.RD1200B.CLIST    

//SYSTSIN   DD  *                                     

 %RXCSTAT UPDATE USERID.RCX.LOADJOBS-LOD00001 GO 1    

//RCIF1E  ELSE                                        

//S1   EXEC   PGM=IKJEFT01,DYNAMNBR=500               

//SYSTSPRT  DD  SYSOUT=*                              

//SYSEXEC   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.RD1200B.CLIST    

//SYSTSIN   DD  *                                     

 %RXCSTAT UPDATE USERID.RCX.LOADJOBS-LOD00001 NOGO 1  

//RCIF1T   ENDIF                                      

There are several ways to cause multiple jobs to be executed in parallel when submitted manually:
• On the two highlighted lines in the previous sample that end with GO 1 or NOGO 1, change the 1 to the number

you originally entered for Max jobs. You can also choose to enter a different number. Whatever number you
enter is the number that is submitted by the first job. Each of these jobs then submits one of the remaining jobs
until all the jobs have completed.
Note: If you enter 1, the first job runs alone.

• Change the number to 0 if you want all remaining jobs to be submitted when the first one ends. Again, the first
job runs alone.

• Submit multiple jobs manually. If you submit the maximum number of jobs manually, you do not have to change
the number for GO and NOGO. Each job submits another job. See Batch Mode for how to submit multiple jobs
manually.

13. Press Enter.
The RC/Extract Split Load Options screen reappears.

14. Enter 2 in the Function field to view the statistics.
15. Press Enter.

If everything completes successfully, the statistics appear.
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          ------- RC/Extract Parallel Process Status ----- Row 1 to 9 of 9

OPTION  ===>                                                                   

------------------------------------------------------------------------- PDKNE   

 Output JCL DSN: USER01.RCX.LDJOBS02                                            

                                      Completed                                

      Member        Submitted         Successfully                             

      LOD00001          Y                 Y                                    

      LOD00002          Y                 Y                                    

      LOD00003          Y                 Y                                    

      LOD00004          Y                 Y                                    

      LOD00005          Y                 Y                                   

      LOD00006          Y                 Y                                  

      LOD00007          Y                 Y                                     

      LOD00008          Y                 Y                                    

      LOD00009          Y                 Y                                    

******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

If there are errors, an N appears in the Completed Successfully field. For example, the following shows errors in the
LOD00008 and LOD00009 members:

          ------- RC/Extract Parallel Process Status ----- Row 1 to 9 of 9

OPTION  ===>                                                                   

------------------------------------------------------------------------- PDKNE    

 Output JCL DSN: USER01.RCX.LDJOBS02                                             

                                      Completed                                

      Member        Submitted         Successfully                             

      LOD00001          Y                 Y                                   

      LOD00002          Y                 Y                                    

      LOD00003          Y                 Y                                    

      LOD00004          Y                 Y                                    

      LOD00005          Y                 Y                                

      LOD00006          Y                 Y               

      LOD00007          Y                 Y                       

      LOD00008          Y                 N                                    

      LOD00009          Y                 N                                    

******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

If there were errors, the individual jobs are still in the data set into which they were split. They can be resubmitted
manually after fixing the errors.

After all these jobs run successfully, you can submit the Check Data Utility jobs, which may have been saved previously.

Batch Mode
If you want to execute the jobs in Batch, you can use the CDBAJCL job RUNPARL as a model for the creation of JCL.

To execute the single parallel load file in batch mode, prepare JCL similar to the following example.

//JOBNAME  JOB  Job statement information                                  

//*                                                                             

//S1   EXEC   PGM=IKJEFT01,DYNAMNBR=500                                         
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//SYSTSPRT  DD  SYSOUT=*                                                        

//SYSEXEC   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=high-level.CDBACLS0                                  

//SYSTSIN   DD  *                                                               

 %RXCPARL highlvl.CDBACLS0 func output.dsname input.dsname inmember maxjobs

//*                                                                            

NOTE
If the %RXCPARL statement is more than one line, place a + at the end of all lines except the last.

The following is a description of the %RXCPARL statement:

high-level.CLIST
Specifies the CDBACLS0 data set where high-level is the high-level qualifier for RC/Extract.

func
Specifies the Function value. Valid values are the single digit 1 or 2, as follows:

• 1 -- Perform the Split and submit the jobs.
• 2 -- Display a status report. The jobs are not submitted.

output.dsname
Specifies the output data set that is an existing PDS data set. The statistics file and the individual jobs are placed
in this data set after the files have been created.

input.dsname
Specifies the input data set name that you supplied for the Data Set Name field on the Batch JCL Specification
panel.

inmember
Specifies the input member name that you supplied for the Member Name field on the Batch JCL Specification
panel.

maxjobs
Specifies an integer that represents the maximum parallel jobs to be run concurrently. Specify 0 to have all jobs
run concurrently.

Multiple File Parallel Load Processing
If you selected S for the RC/Extract Parallel Load Method, then a series of separate jobs is created.

The following screen appears before each of the generated load jobs is passed to the Batch Processor. These jobs should
be saved for execution after the split job is complete because the split job must be executed before any load jobs are
submitted.

*************************************************************       

*                                                           *       

*  Preparing JCL to execute next load job.                  *       

*                                                           *       

*  You must either SAVE or SUBMIT the generated JCL.        *       

*  The LOAD jobs must be executed after the first job is    *       

*  complete and the individual files have been created.     *       

*  Enter D for Dataset and a unique member name, to save    *       

*  the JCL as a member of a PDS which you may submit later. *       

*  If you wish to execute several Load jobs in parallel,    *       

*  you may need to change the Job Name in the Job           *       

*  Statements in some of the jobs before submitting them.   *       

*                                                           *       

*  Enter any character to continue---                       *       
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*                                                           *       

*************************************************************  

Each job that follows loads a single target tablespace. One or more tables can be loaded into each tablespace. A load
job can include utility control cards to load one or more of the files that were created by the split job into the appropriate
table. Each tablespace load is contained in a separate Batch job with complete execution JCL. You can use the Batch
Processor interface to preview the jobs, submit them for execution, or save the generated JCL and control cards in a PDS
for execution. Because the extract object is separated into multiple separate files, there is no I/O contention between the
jobs running in parallel.

Health Checks

DB2_OFS_CREATE_VIEW xmanxxxx

Description 

This health check verifies whether the GENERATE_COLUMNS_NAMES_WITH_SELECT(*) parameter is set to O/Y/N
in the OFS parmlib member. This parmlib option controls how CREATE VIEW DDL statements are generated by Object
Framework Services. Use this health check to determine whether you are running with a setting that may not generate a
CREATE VIEW column list that is consistent with the original CREATE VIEW statement. 

Best Practice 

Customize your OFS parmlib member. The default setting, O, is the recommended setting.

Parameters Accepted

O
Generates a column list by extracting the original view text from SYSIBM.SYSVIEWS. O is the default.

Y
Generates a column list when the VIEW select clause is SELECT (*).

N
Suppresses generation of a column list when the VIEW select clause is SELECT (*).

Any other value returns HIGH exceptions and defaults to O.

Debug Support 

No.

Verbose Support 

No.

Reference 

For instructions on customizing the OFS parmlib member, use the EP option on the Database Management Solutions for
Db2 Main Menu.

Messages 

See the Database Management Solutions for Db2 message documentation.
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Using Command Center
The Command Center is an advanced command-driven interface for performing extract and load functions. You can
extract data from a set of referentially related source objects and can load the data into a set of target objects. You can
view and act on any RC/Extract objects to which you have access.

The Command Center lets advanced users define the objects to be extracted from and the rules for how to extract data.
You can also define the target definition and its creator and subsystem ID.

Using the Command Center, you can:

• Specify which objects to extract data from and to
• Specify the rules for extracting and loading the data
• Provide a description for your source and target definitions
• Control who else can access or update the source and target definitions

Access the Command Center
To access the Command Center from the Main menu, select C Command Center and press Enter. The Command Center
panel appears.

RXPCC ----------------- RC/EXTRACT Command Center ------------------------ 

COMMAND ===>                                              SCROLL ===> PAGE 

                                                                         

 Registry SSID ===> ssid                                                 

 SRCDEF Name   ===> *       Creator  ===> *      Source SSID  ===> *     

 TRGDEF Name   ===> *       Creator  ===> *      Target SSID  ===> *     

 ----------------------------------------------------------------- USERID.

                                                                         

                                             T S      *---- LAST UPDATE --

 S NAME          DESCRIPTION               CREATOR  P O SSID USER     DATE

                                                                         

**************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ******************************

This screen shows the hierarchical relationship of the source definition, extract object, and target definition. Using this
easy-to-use layout, you can rapidly visualize everything that you have defined, and makes it easier to reuse previously
defined objects.

The following bullet list describes the main features and fields of the Command Center screen:

Registry SSID
The DB2 subsystem where the RC/Extract objects are stored.

Header Fields
Controls the objects that you want to view. The Srcdef Name/Creator/Source SSID and Trgdef Name/Creator/
Target SSID fields are used to filter the display of the objects.

Source Definition, Extract Object, and Target Definition Listing
A global view of all the source definitions, extract objects, and target definitions to which you have access. You
can easily perform all functions by entering line commands next to an object. The display of these objects depicts
the relationship between the objects.

Object Create line
Used to create a source or target definition. One or more extract objects can be created under a source definition.
One or more target definitions can be created under an extract object.
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The Command Center displays the relationship between these objects in a hierarchical format.

Object Command List

The Command Center displays source definitions, extract objects, and target definitions in the same list. Different line
commands are available for each type of object.

If you specify the Split Extraction option, the following functions are not available:

• From the Process Target Definition screen, do not specify S (SQL) for the Load Method. Specify U (Utility) for the Load
Method.

• From the Command Center, do not specify P, F, E, K, and Z against this type of Extract Object. Do not specify P and Z
against Target Definitions that are created under this type of Extract Object.

To get a pop-up screen listing the valid commands for that type of object, enter a question mark (?) or forward slash (/) in
the S column next to the object.

In the following example, the Object Command List pop-up screen displays available commands for a source definition:

RXPCC -------------------- RC/EXTRACT Command Center ---------------------------  

COMMAND ===>                                                    SCROLL ===> PAGE  

                 +-------------- RC/EXTRACT OBJECT COMMAND LIST ---------------+

 Registry SSID = |                                                             |

 Srcdef Name   = | COMMAND ===>                                                |

 Trgdef Name   = |                                                             |

 --------------- |  OBJECT TYPE: SOURCE DEFINITION                             |

                 |  OBJECT NAME: FIRP0BZ                                       |

                 | --------------------------------------------------------    |

 S NAME          |                                                             |

 ? FIRP0BZ       |  ********************** TOP OF DATA **********************  |

 _   USER02.FIR  |  _  D - DELETE A SOURCE DEFINITION                          |

 _   USER02.FIR  |  _  T - TEMPLATE A SOURCE DEFINITION                        |

 _     @TRGDEF1  |  _  U - UPDATE A SOURCE DEFINITION                          |

 _   USER02.FIR  |  _  X - PERFORM EXTRACTION                                  |

 _     @TRGDEF1  |  _  S - SINGLE STEP EXTRACT/LOAD IN BATCH                   |

 _   USER02.FIR  |  _  Z - SINGLE STEP EXTRACT/DELETE/LOAD IN BATCH            |

 _ FIRP01BM      | ********************* BOTTOM OF DATA ********************   |

 _   USER02.FIR  |                                                             |

 _     @TRGDEF1  |                                                             |

 *************** |                                                             |

                 +-------------------------------------------------------------+

The following line commands are available from the Command Center by object type:

• Source definition:
– D (delete a source definition)
– T (template a source definition)
– U (update a source definition)
– X (perform an extraction)
– S (single-step extract/load in batch)
– Z (single-step extract/delete/load in batch)

• Extract object:
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– C (create a target definition)
– D (delete an extract object)
– R (display extract report)
– X (refresh an extract object)
– I (insert into default targets using SQL)
– P (SQL delete from default targets)
– Z (utility delete from default targets)
– F (find data in an extract object)
– E (mask selected columns in the extract object)
– K (rebuild and restart an incomplete extract)

• Target definition:
– D (delete a target definition)
– T (template a target definition)
– U (update a target definition)
– I (insert rows using target definition)
– P (purge/delete rows using SQL)
– Z (purge/delete rows using utilities)

When you delete against a table (delete from source or target table, delete before insert), DB2 honors any CASCADE
delete RI rules. These rules are established for the table.

Control Case of DB2 Object Names with MATCHCASE Command

You can use the MATCHCASE primary command to use DB2 object names that contain any valid characters that are
accepted by DB2. Valid characters include uppercase characters, lowercase characters, and embedded blanks. You can
enter this command in the command line of any screen that lets you enter DB2 object names. This command immediately
affects object names, such as tables, indexes, aliases, or views. This feature does not affect wild-card characters that are
typically used by DB2, such as percent (%) and underscore (_).

This command has the following format:

MATCHCASE [ON | OFF | CAPS]

• MATCHCASE -- Enter MATCHCASE (or MATCH) in the command line of any screen and press enter to check the
current status of the MATCHCASE command at any time. The status message displays under the command line.

• MATCHCASE ON -- Enter MATCHCASE ON (or MATCH ON) and press Enter to have RC/Extract return object names
on a case-sensitive basis.

• MATCHCASE OFF -- Enter MATCHCASE OFF (or MATCH OFF) and press Enter to have RC/Extract return object
names regardless of case.
This option is SQL-intensive.

• MATCHCASE CAPS -- Enter MATCHCASE CAPS (or MATCH CAPS) and press Enter to have RC/Extract return only
those object names having all uppercase characters. This format is the default.

Extract Objects in the Command Center

The extract object lines that are displayed in the Command Center might not necessarily represent an actual extract
object. For example, the data set containing the extract object might have been deleted or it might have been overwritten.
When an extraction is performed, an entry is put in the registry. This registry entry contains the name of the data set used
for the extract object for the corresponding source definition.

When you issue a delete command against an extract object in the Command Center, it deletes only the entry in the
registry. This delete command does not delete the actual physical extract object.
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Managing Data Masking of Objects
You can use the Post Data Masking Facility Services screen to select objects and columns for data masking. Here you
can specify file name and file management values for the masked file.

Data Masking Routines

A data masking routine is specified on the Post Data Masking Facility Services screen header. The same data masking
routine is called for each column that is selected for masking in the extract object.

The default data masking routine RXL#EXIT contains algorithms to mask most data types. This default meets most of
your data protection needs. If your data has a specific pattern that you want to disguise in a particular way, you cannot use
the default. The masking of some data types is not supported by RXL#EXIT.

RXL#EXIT ensures uniqueness when masking the data for primary and foreign keys. This uniqueness is essential to
retaining the RI relationships between primary and foreign keys, even after they have been masked.

Cascading Data Protection

Cascading data masking is provided for primary and foreign key fields, so you can protect your data without compromising
the relational integrity of the data.

When you specify data masking for a primary or foreign key column, it is automatically applied to all referentially related
columns in an RI structure when the extract object is processed. This cascade applies to all tables in an RI structure,
regardless of which table you specifically mask. For example, if you mask the foreign key in a child table, the primary key
in the parent table is also masked.

You specify data masking for primary or foreign key columns the same way you specify it for other columns.

Specifying a Routine

You can supply your own data masking routine. The routine must be assembled and linked into PTILIB. Enter the name
in the RCX parmlib member variable PROTECTION-EXIT, or in the Data Masking Routine field on the Post Data Masking
Facility Services screen. Five parameters are passed to the data masking routine. The parameters are the addresses to
the following fields:

colname
An eight character field containing the one- to eight-character name of the column to be masked.

coldata
The data to be masked. If the data is type VARCHAR, LONGVARCHAR, VARGRAPHIC, or LONGVARGRAPHIC,
then the first 2 bytes are the SMALLINT length of the data value being passed. If the column is nullable, the null
indicator is at the end of the data. The 1 byte null indicator is Y for NULL or N for not NULL.

You must use the values of the coltype, colength, and nullind fields to determine the real length of the data field.

coltype
The data type of the column to be masked.  is the address of a field which is eight characters in length, and may
contain the following values.
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• INTEGER — Integer
• SMALLINT — Small integer
• FLOAT — Float
• DECIMAL — Decimal
• CHAR — Character
• VARCHAR — Varchar
• VARG — Vargraphic
• LONGVAR — Long Varchar
• LONGVARG — Long Vargraphic
• GRAPHIC — Graphic
• DATE — Date

colength
The length of the column to be masked. Two-byte SMALLINT. The column length is increased by two for columns
of type VARCHAR, LONGVARCHAR, VARGRAPHIC, and LONGVARGRAPHIC. The column length is also
increased by one for nullable columns. You must also use the values of the coltype and nullind fields to
determine the real length of the data field.

nullind
The null indicator, a 1-byte character. This field indicates whether the 1-byte NULL indicator is in the coldata
parameter.
N

There is no NULL indicator in coldata.
Y

There is a NULL indicator in coldata.

Example: Nullable Integer Data

The column COL1 is an integer field, with the value 7. The column is nullable.

• colname — 'COL1'
• coldata — X'0000000700'
• coltype — 'INTEGER'
• colength — X'05'-the value '5'
• nullind — 'Y'

The last byte of the coldata field is X'00' because the value is not null. The colength is 5: the 4-byte integer field plus the 1-
byte null indicator.

Example: Non-nullable Varchar Data

The column COL2 is a non-nullable Varchar field of length 18. The value being passed is 'COMASSOC', which is only
eight characters.

• colname — 'COL2'
• coldata — X'0008 C3D6D4C1E2E2D6C3'
• coltype — 'VARCHAR'
• colength — X'14'-the value '20'
• nullind — 'N'

The first 2 bytes of the coldata field, X'0008', show the actual length of the data value. No null indicator byte is at the end
of the coldata field. The colength value X'14' (20) reflects the VARCHAR field length of 18 plus the 2-byte data length at
the beginning of the VARCHAR field.
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Define the Extract Using the Command Center
You can define the extract by creating, updating, or templating a source definition using the Command Center. You can
also delete a source definition as needed.

Create a Source Definition

You can create a source definition using the Command Center.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter C in the Option field on the RC/Extract Main Menu.
The Command Center screen appears.

2. Enter the following information on the Object Create line:
a. Type C in the S column to create a new source definition.
b. Specify a name for the new source definition in the Name field.
c. Specify a description of the new source definition in the Description field.
d. Type S for TP to indicate that you are creating a source definition.
e. Specify the appropriate value for Share Option (SO):

Y -
Makes the object visible to all users, but only the creator can update the object.

N -
Makes the object visible only to the creator of the object.

U -
Makes the object visible to all users, and anyone can update the object.

NOTE
If a user creates a target definition under an extract object that was created by a different user, the source
definition becomes visible. This visibility occurs even if the creator specified N for Share Option on the
Source Definition screen.

f. Specify the source DB2 subsystem identifier in the SSID field.
Press Enter.
The Start Object Selection screen appears.

3. Define your start object and press Enter.
The Source Definition screen appears.

4. Define your source extraction parameters and press the END key to exit the screen.
You are returned to the Command Center screen. A confirmation message indicates that your new source definition
has been saved.

Update an Existing Source Definition

You can update an existing source definition using the Command Center.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Command Center screen, specify a U in the S column next to the source definition that you want to update.
2. Press Enter.

The Source Definition screen appears.
3. Define your source extraction parameters and press PF3 (end) to exit the screen.

You are returned to the Command Center screen. A confirmation message that your updated source definition has
been saved is received.
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Template an Existing Source Definition

You can use the T line command to create a source definition by using an existing source definition as a template.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Command Center, find the source definition that you want to use as a template. Specify T in the S column
next to that source definition to select it.

2. Press Enter.
The Source Definition screen appears. The screen displays the parameters that were previously defined for the source
definition you chose.

3. Define your source extraction parameters and press PF3 (end) to exit the screen.
The SAVE AS pop-up screen appears.

4. Enter a new name for the source definition and press Enter.
You are returned to the Command Center. A message is generated confirming that the new source definition was
saved. The new source definition is listed.

Delete an Existing Source Definition

You can delete an existing source definition using the Command Center.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Command Center, specify a D in the S column next to the source definition that you want to delete.
2. Press Enter.

The Source Definition Delete Confirmation screen appears.
3. Specify Y in the DELETE field to confirm the deletion request.
4. Press Enter to return to the Command Center.

The deleted source definition is no longer listed.

Note: You are permitted to delete a source definition only if you have update authority.

Same Extract Object Connected to More Than One Source Definition

An extract object data set may be accidentally connected to more than one source definition as shown on the following
screen.

RXCC --------------- RC/EXTRACT Command Center -------------------------------

 COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE 

 Registry SSID ===> D81C                                                        

 Srcdef Name   ===> *          Creator  ===> *        Source SSID  ===> *       

 Trgdef Name   ===> *          Creator  ===> *        Target SSID  ===> *       

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------- USER002   

                                                  T S      *---- LAST UPDATE --

 S NAME          DESCRIPTION              CREATOR P O SSID USER     DATE       

 _ DTEST01       NEW SOURCE DEFINITION    USER002 S U D81C USER001  2005/11/12 

 _   USER002.DTEST01.EXTOBJ                       X * D81C USER002  2005/08/05 

 _ D81BV602      NEW SOURCE DEFINITION    USER004 S U D81B USER004  2005/09/14 

 _   USER002.DTEST01.EXTOBJ                       X * D81C USER002  2005/08/05 

 _ JOESRC88      NEW SOURCE DEFINITION    USER001 S Y D81C USER001  2005/10/19 

   MKGT99        NEW SOURCE DEFINITION    USER001 S N D81C USER001  2005/11/08 

 _   USER001.MKGT99.EXTOBJ                        X * D81C USER001  2005/11/08 

 _     @TRGDEF1  NEW TARGET DEFINITION    USER001 T Y D81C USER001  2005/11/12 

 _ NEWSRC88      NEW SOURCE DEFINITION    USER001 S Y D81C USER001  2005/10/19 
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 _   USER001.NEWSRC88.EXTOBJ                      X * D81C USER001  2005/10/14 

                                                                               

This situation is permitted to occur. However, error messages are generated when you attempt to load the extract object.
The load is not performed. Therefore, to avoid errors, do not associate an extract object with more than one source
definition.

Performing an Extract Using the Command Center
You can perform an extract by creating or refreshing an extract object. You can also delete or find data in an extract
object, or you can mask data.

Create an Extract Object

You can create an extract object.

To create an extract object

1. From the Command Center screen, specify an X in the S column next to the source definition that you want to use for
extraction.

2. Press Enter.
The Process Source Definition panel appears.

3. Specify extraction options and press Enter.
– If you chose batch execution, the Batch JCL Specification panel appears.
– If you chose online execution, the Online Progress Report screen appears.
When the extraction is completed, you are returned to the Command Center, and the new extract object appears
indented under the source definition.

Refresh an Extract Object

You can refresh or re-extract the source data that is defined in the source definition.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Command Center screen, specify an X in the S column next to the extract object that you want to refresh,
and press Enter.
The Process Source Definition panel appears.

2. Specify extraction options and press Enter.
The Extract Object Exists pop-up window appears.

3. To overwrite the existing extract object, specify Y and press Enter.
– If you chose batch execution, the Batch JCL Specification panel appears.
– If you chose online execution, the Online Progress Report screen appears.
When the extract is complete, you are returned to the Command Center screen.

Restart an Incomplete Extract Object

Restart of incomplete extract objects should begin as soon as possible. Prompt restarts minimize the effects of normal
activity on the contents of the tables from which data is extracted. If all the data that was extracted represent the same
point in time, then the timing of the restart is not an issue.

If you specified Y for Intercept Errors on the Process Source Definition panel, then the Creator field on the Command
Center displays **INC**. The data to fulfill the requirements of the RI set was not extracted when the job that created the
file was abnormally terminated. The requirements of the RI set are described in the source definition.
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Follow these steps:

1. Specify K in the S column next to the name of the incomplete extract object, and press Enter.
The Restart Incomplete Extract screen appears, customized for restart with the name of the incomplete extract object
displayed.

2. For Extract Method, specify one of the following options to determine what method is used to extract the data from the
objects in the source definition. Valid values are:
– S -- Use the SQL load utility.
– U -- Use Fast Unload.

3. For Update Options, enter Y or N to specify whether to update SQL or PFU extraction options.
If you entered Y here, and S in the Extract Method field, the SQL Extract Options screen appears. You can determine
how to store keys on this screen. If you entered Y here and U in the Extract Method field, the PFU Extract Options
screen appears. You can specify share options, whether an image copy is used, and how to store the keys. You must
have a valid Fast Unload license to specify options on the PFU Extract Options screen.

4. For Update Allocations, enter Y or N to specify whether to update extraction allocation options.
If you enter Y in this field, the Extract Options screen appears where you can change extract object allocation
parameters. However, you should rarely have to change these options -- the defaults should work for most extractions.

WARNING
Writing the extract object to a disk or tape data set is supported. However, for optimal performance, you
should choose DISK.

5. For Intercept Errors, enter Y or N to specify whether to recover again if any errors occur during the restart of the
incomplete object. This option can be helpful if there are memory errors, or in case you have grossly underestimated
the size of the file.

6. Press Enter to process the restart.

The restart process restores the key files and other extract structures using the SRCDEF and the keys that were already
extracted in the extract object. The extraction is resumed at the beginning of the step and iteration that were in progress
when the original job failed.

WARNING
Extraction restart jobs require a significant amount of processing time to read the incomplete extract object
and restore all structures. If the tables, RI, or data have changed since the start of the original extraction, the
completed extraction may not be valid. If you do not want to restart the extraction, the extract object can be
removed from the registry using the D (delete) line command. The extract object data set has to be deleted
outside of RC/Extract.

Delete an Extract Object

You can delete an extract object.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Command Center screen, specify D in the S column next to the extract object that you want to delete, and
press Enter.
The Extract Object Delete Confirmation screen appears.

2. Specify Y in the DELETE? field to confirm the deletion request and press Enter.
You are returned to the Command Center and the deleted extract object is no longer listed.

NOTE
You are permitted to delete a source definition only if you have update authority.

Find Data in an Extract Object

You can find data in an extract object.
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Follow these steps:

1. From the Command Center screen, specify F in the S column next to the extract object that you want to find data in,
and press Enter.
The Extract Object Search Facility screen appears.

2. Specify your search data and press Enter.
You receive search results showing whether your data was found.
Enter an asterisk (*) in the Object Creator and Object Name fields to display a pop-up screen listing tables in the
extract object. After you select a table, enter an asterisk (*) in the Column field to display a pop-up screen that lists
columns in the table.

Mask Selected Columns in an Extract Object

You can select objects and columns for data masking, and can specify file name and file management values for the
masked file.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Command Center screen, specify E in the S column next to the extract object for which you want to mask
data, and press Enter.
The Post Data Masking Facility Services screen appears.

2. Enter data in the following fields:
– Execution Mode -- Specify O for Online or B for Batch execution. O is the default.
– Data Masking Routine -- Specify your user-defined data masking routine or use the default, RXL#EXIT.

A user-defined data masking routine is an Assembler program that must be assembled and linked into PTILIB. Any
exit routine that you specify must maintain the uniqueness of primary and foreign keys -- all primary and foreign
key values must “protect out” the same way. For example, do not use time-sensitive values to perform your data
masking algorithm, because the primary key is masked at a slightly different time than the foreign key.

– Data Masked File high level -- Specify a one to eight character name, such as your TSO user ID, to be used as the
high-level qualifier of the masked file. You must have authority to use the name specified. By default, the name of
the original extract object is specified.
This name is combined with the mid-level of the original extract object and the low-level qualifier that is specified in
the Data Masked File low level field, to create a unique data set name for the masked file.

– Data Masked File low level -- Specify a one to eight character name for the low-level qualifier of the masked file.
The default is EXTOBJM.

3. To insert (or select) an object and column for masking, specify I in the C column and specify the following fields:
– Creator -- Specify the object creator or leave the asterisk (*) to display a list of the objects within the extract object.
– Object -- Specify the name of the DB2 object or leave the asterisk (*) to display the names of objects.

The displayed objects are from the extract object from which you can select an object with a column to be masked.
– Column -- Specify the DB2 column name or leave the asterisk (*) to display a list of columns within the selected

object.
4. To process the data masking request, specify the END command or F3.

To modify the list of objects and columns, use the D line command. You can delete an object whose data you do not want
to mask before you process the data masking.

Target Operations
You can perform the following target operations.

Create a New Target Definition

You can create a target definition.
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Follow these steps:

1. From the RC/Extract Main Menu, select C, Command Center, and press Enter.
The Command Center screen appears.

2. On the Object Create line, enter the following information as shown in the following screen:
a. To create a new target definition, specify C in the S column.
b. For Name, specify a name for the new target definition.
c. For Description, specify a description of the new target definition.
d. For TP, specify T to indicate that you are creating a target definition.
e. For Share Option (SO), enter the appropriate value:

• Y -- Object is visible to all users, but only the creator can update the object.
• N -- Object is only visible to the creator of the object.
• U -- Object is visible to all users and anyone can update the object.

NOTE
If a user creates a target definition under an extract object that was created by a different user, the source
definition becomes visible. This visibility happens even if the creator specified N for Share Option on the
Source Definition screen.

f. For SSID, enter the source DB2 subsystem identifier.
3. Press Enter.

The Target Definition Create screen appears, displaying the name of the target definition.
4. Specify the name of the extract object that you are creating a target definition for and press Enter.

The Target Mapping panel appears.
If you do not enter the name of an existing extract object, the Extract Object Selection screen appears, where you can
select an extract object.

5. Define the target and press PF3 to exit the screen.
You are returned to the Command Center. A message confirms that the object was saved and the new target definition
appears under the extract object.

Create a Target Definition for an Existing Extract Object

You can create a target definition for an existing extract object using the Command Center.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify C in the S column next to the extract object for which you want to create a target definition.
2. Press Enter.

The Target Definition Create screen appears.
3. Specify the name of the target definition you want to create and press Enter.

The Target Mapping panel appears.
4. Define the target and press PF3 to exit the screen.

You are returned to the Command Center. A message confirms that the object was saved and the new target definition
appears under the extract object.

Create a Target Definition when an Extract Object is on Tape

The following steps can be used to create a target definition when an extract object is on tape:

1. Create the tape extract object data set.
2. Create a second extract object on DASD using an EQF on the start table, resulting in 0 rows being extracted.
3. Create a target definition from the second extract object.
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4. Perform a batch load using the target definition. Edit the batch job to change the extract object name from the second
extract object name to the first extract object name that is on tape. If you use a utility load, you may have to adjust the
utility control cards to identify the tape data set.

Update an Existing Target Definition

You can update an existing target definition.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify U in the S column of the target definition you want to update.
2. Press Enter.

NOTE
If an extract object is modified before loading the data, the changes are automatically synchronized in the
target definition. You can update the target objects from the Target Mapping panel.

The Target Mapping panel appears.
3. Edit the target parameters and press PF3 to exit the screen.

You are returned to the Command Center. A message confirms that the object was saved and the new target definition
appears under the extract object.

Template a Target Definition

You can create a target definition, using an existing target definition as a template.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify T in the S column next to the target definition that you want to use as a template for the new target definition
that you are creating.

2. Press Enter.
The Target Mapping panel appears. The parameters that were previously defined for the target definition you chose as
a template are displayed.

3. Define the target and press PF3 to exit the screen.
The SAVE AS screen appears where you can enter a new name for the target definition.

4. Enter a new name for the target definition and press Enter.
You are returned to the Command Center. A confirmation message indicates that the new target definition was saved,
and the new target definition is listed.

Create a Remote Target Definition

The RC/Extract registry where the source definition used to create the extract object is stored, may not always be
accessible from the z/OS system where the target objects reside.

A target definition can be created by specifying a C next to the extract object for which you want to define targets.
However, when you cannot access the source definition that was used to create the extract object, that method of creating
the target definition is not applicable.

In this situation, you can create a remote target definition. Remote target definitions work as follows:
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• The Command Center searches the registry. All source definitions that you are authorized to view and that match the
header selection criteria are found.

• For each source definition found, the registry is then searched for names of extract objects that were created by that
source definition.

• For each extract object, the registry is searched for target definitions that are tied to each extract object that matches
the selection criteria.

• In addition, the registry is searched for remote target definitions. The corresponding source definitions (if they match
the header selection criteria) and target definitions are displayed.

Source definition lines that represent source definitions from a different registry cannot be acted upon. You can create a
remote target definition.
Follow these steps:

1. From the Main Menu, select C, Command Center, and press Enter.
The Command Center screen appears.

2. On the Object Create line, specify the following information, and press Enter:
– S -- Specify C to create a target definition.
– Name -- Specify the name of the new target definition.
– Creator -- Specify your user ID.
– TP -- Specify T for target definition.
– SSID -- Specify the SSID for the target definition you are creating.
The Target Definition Create screen appears.

3. Specify the name of the extract object for which you want to create a target definition, and press PF3.
RXCC ---------------- RC/EXTRACT Command Center ------------------------------ 

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE 

RX043I: Target Definition USER001.@TRGDEF Saved.                                

Registry SSID ===> D81B                                                        

Srcdef Name   ===> *          Creator  ===> USER002  Source SSID  ===> *       

Trgdef Name   ===> *          Creator  ===> USER002  Target SSID  ===> D81B    

---------------------------------------------------------------------- USER002 

                                                  T S      *---- LAST UPDATE --

S NAME          DESCRIPTION              CREATOR  P O SSID USER     DATE       

_ ________      ________________________ USER002  _ N ____ <==== OBJECT CREATE 

  RIC           N/A REGISTRY SSID: D81B  USER002  S * D81B                     

_   USER002.RIC.EXTOBJ                            X * D81B                     

_     @TRGDEF1  NEW TARGET DEFINITION    USER002  T N D81B USER002   2005/05/07

******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************** 

The Command Center appears, showing the extract object, the new target definition, and a “dummy” source definition:
N/A REGISTRY SSID: D81B.

Delete a Target Definition Using the Command Center

You can delete an existing target definition from the Command Center screen.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify D in the S column next to the target definition that you want to delete.
2. Press Enter.

The Target Definition Delete Confirmation screen appears.
3. Specify Y in the Delete? field to confirm the deletion request asking you to confirm the deletion request and press

Enter.
You are returned to the Command Center and the deleted target definition is no longer listed.
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NOTE
You are permitted to delete a source definition only if you have update authority.

Perform a Load Using the Command Center
You can perform a load using the Command Center.

Insert Rows Using the Target Definition

You can use the target definition from the Command Center to load rows from the extract object into the target tables.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify I in the S column next to the target definition that you want to execute, and press Enter.
The Process Target Definition screen appears.

2. Define your process target definition parameters and press Enter.
– If you chose batch execution, the Batch JCL Specification panel appears.
– If you chose online execution, the Online Progress Report screen appears.

Delete Rows Using SQL or Utilities

You can use SQL or utilities to delete rows. The rows are in an extract object from target tables that are specified in a
target definition.

Follow these steps:

1. Do one of the following, and press Enter.
– Specify P in the S column next to the target definition that you want to execute using SQL.
– Specify Z in the S column next to the target definition that you want to execute using utilities.

Primary keys are required on all objects for the Z command to work properly.
The Delete Options pop-up screen appears.

2. Define your deletion options, by specifying your commit frequency, and press Enter.
– If you chose batch execution, the Batch JCL Specification panel appears.
– If you chose online execution, the Online Progress Report screen appears.

NOTE
When you perform a delete against a table, DB2 honors all CASCADE delete RI rules that are established for
the table. The delete can be from source or target table, or a delete before insert.

Insert an Extract Object into Default Targets Using SQL

Default targets are tables with the same name and creator. You can insert an extract object into default targets using SQL
from the Command Center.

If an extract object is modified before loading the data, the changes are automatically synchronized in the target definition.
You can update the target objects from the Target Mapping panel.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify I in the S column next to the extract object that you want to modify, and press Enter.
The Insert Options pop-up screen appears.

2. Define your insert options and press Enter.
– If you chose batch execution, the Batch JCL Specification panel appears.
– If you chose online execution, the Online Progress Report screen appears.
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Delete an Extract Object from Default Targets Using SQL

Default targets are tables with the same name and creator.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify P in the S column next to the extract object that you want to execute, and press Enter.
The Delete Options pop-up screen appears.

2. Define your deletion options, by specifying your commit frequency, and press Enter.
– If you chose batch execution, the Batch JCL Specification panel appears.
– If you chose online execution, the Online Progress Report screen appears.

NOTE
When you perform a delete against a table, DB2 honors all CASCADE delete RI rules that are established for
the table. The delete can be from source or target table, or a delete before insert.

Delete an Extract Object from Default Targets Using Utilities

The Delete from Default Targets utility can be used for many purposes. This functionality is applicable to archiving data,
and can also be used to selectively delete a referential integrity subset from a set of tables.

Default targets are tables with the same name and creator.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify Z in the S column next to the extract object that you want to execute, and press Enter.
The Delete Options pop-up screen appears.

2. Define your deletion options and press PF3.
– The Target SSID for deletion defaults to the Source SSID of the extracted data.
– If you chose to View/Update the selection list, the source objects are displayed in a pop-up screen. By default all

tables are selected for deletion. You can pick and choose which tables from which to delete the extracted data.
– If you chose to Load Targets, the Target Mapping panel appears as described previously.
The Batch Processor cards to perform the extract and load are created and the Batch Processor interface is invoked.
At the Batch JCL Specification panel, you can submit the batch job or can save the JCL in a data set.

NOTE
When you perform a delete against a table, DB2 honors all CASCADE delete RI rules that are established for
the table. The delete can be from source or target table, or a delete before insert.

View the Extract Summary Report

You can view a summary report from the Command Center screen.

To view the Extract Summary Report, specify R in the S column next to an extract object to view an extract summary
report, and press Enter.

An Extract Summary Report of the selected extract object appears.

Performing Archival for Large Amounts of Data
You can archive large amounts of data in a single step. RC/Extract is integrated with Fast Load and Fast Unload using the
RC/Migrator Model Services to efficiently archive large amounts of data. These options can only be selected through the
Command Center. A valid license for Fast Load, Fast Unload, RC/Migrator, or RC/Update is required.

Perform a Single-Step Extract and Load in Batch

The following steps create the JCL to perform the extract and loading of targets in a single batch job execution. The
single-step extract command can only be executed in batch. The automatic creation of target objects is not supported.
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Follow these steps:

1. In the S column of the Command Center, specify S next to the source definition for which you want to perform an
extraction and loading of targets.
Press Enter.
The Specify Extract Options pop-up screen appears.

2. Define the extract options as described in Performing an Extract.
3. Press PF3 to exit the screen.

The Target Mapping panel appears.
4. Define the targets. You must verify that the target tables and dependent objects are created before the job is executed.
5. Press PF3 to exit the Target Mapping panel.

The Load Target Options pop-up screen appears.
6. Define the load target options, and press PF3 to exit the screen.

The Batch Processor cards to perform the extract are created and loaded, and the Batch Processor interface is
invoked. The Batch JCL Specification panel appears. You can submit the batch job or can save the JCL in a data set.

Perform a Single-Step Extract, Delete, and Load in Batch

The following steps create the JCL to perform the extract and deletion of data in a single batch job execution. Optionally, a
set of targets can be loaded with the extracted data in the same batch job. The single-step extract command can only be
executed in batch. The automatic creation of target objects is not supported.

Follow these steps:

1. In the S column of the Command Center, specify Z next to the source definition. The source definition is the one on
which you want to perform an extraction and deletion of data, and loading of targets.

2. Press Enter.
The Specify Extract Options pop-up screen appears.

3. Define the extract options as described in Performing an Extract, and press PF3 to exit the screen.
The Deletion Options pop-up screen appears.

4. Define the deletion options and press PF3.
– If you chose Yes to View/Update Selection List, the source objects are displayed in a pop-up screen. By default, all

tables are selected for deletion. You can choose the tables from which the extracted data is deleted.
– If you chose SQL as the Data Deletion Method, the SQL Delete Options pop-up screen appears. Specify the

Commit Frequency.
– If you chose Utilities as the Data Deletion Method, the Utilities Delete Option pop-up screen appears. Specify a

Model to be used for the utility options. You can update or view the model, or receive a selection list of models. The
model must have Fast Unload selected; otherwise, an error message is received.

– If you chose Yes to Load Targets, the Target Mapping panel appears.
The Batch Processor cards are created to perform the extract and load, and the Batch Processor interface is invoked.
The Batch JCL Specification panel appears. You can submit the batch job or can save the JCL in a data set.
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Using the Extended Command Center
Using the Extended Command Center, you can view and manage the RC/Extract objects to which you have access. You
can perform the following tasks from this panel:

• Group multiple source definitions into an extended extract definition.
• Extract data from a group of source objects to the extended extract object.
• Load the extracted into the objects defined in the target definition.
• Manage source definitions, target definitions, extended extract objects, and extended extract definitions.

How to Extract and Load Data from Multiple Source Objects

As a database administrator (DBA) or application developer you may want to extract DB2 data from multiple source
objects simultaneously, and without performing separate steps.

You can use an extended extract definition in RC/Extract to identify and group source objects, extract data, and load
extracted data to the target environment. Extended extract definitions are helpful when you are required to transfer large
amounts of data between environments.

The following illustration describes the procedure to extract and load data from multiple source objects.
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To extract and load data from multiple source objects, complete the following tasks:

1. Create an extended extract definition.
2. Add source definitions.
3. Complete one of the following steps:

a. Single-step extract and load process.
b. Multistep extract and load process.

Create an Extended Extract Definition

An extended extract definition is a collection of related objects that describe extract and load paths (source definitions,
extended extract objects, and target definitions). This definition is used for extracting and loading RI data. This data can
be between DB2 subsystems, or between identically structured sets of objects within a subsystem. The extraction can be
based on system-defined (DB2) or user-defined RI Manager (RI).
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You can create an extended extract definition using the object create line or using an existing extended extract definition
as a template. After you have created extended extract definitions, you can view, update, and delete the existing definition
as needed.

Follow these steps:

1. Type E from the RC/EXTRACT Main Menu.
2. Type 1 from the RC/EXTRACT Extended Command Center.

The Extended Extract Management panel appears. This panel provides a global view of all extended extract
definitions, source definitions, extended extract objects, and target definition. The relationship between these objects is
displayed in a hierarchical fashion.

3. To create an extended extract definition, perform either of the following steps:
– Type C in the object create line and specify the definition name, description, creator, and source SSID information.

Type M in the TP field for the object type.
– Template an extended extract definition:

a. Type T next to an existing extended extract definition and press Enter.
The SRCDEF Command Center panel appears. All the source definitions within a template extended extract
definition are selected by default and displayed in this panel.

b. Remove the copied source definitions as needed. To unselect a source definition, clear the S command from the
S column. You can add more source definitions to the new definition from the SRCDEF Command Center panel.

c. Save the source definition changes by pressing PF3 or type SAVE.
d. Specify the name, description, and share option for the new extended extract definition on the TEMPLATE

EXTENDED EXTRACT DEFINITION panel.
e. Save the extended extract definition changes by pressing PF3 or type SAVE.

The extended extract definition is created and the SRCDEF Command Center panel appears.

Add Source Definitions

A source definition is an object that identifies the source start table, RI sets, unrelated objects, source objects, and
data to extract. You can add source definitions after you have created an extended extract definition. You can reuse the
existing source definitions. You can create, view, update, or delete source definitions. You can add source definitions to an
extended extract definition anytime.

To add a source definition, the subsystem of the source definition and the extended extract definition must be same.

The source definition can limit the extract data using the following features:

• Extended queries (WHERE clause)
• Sampling ratios
• Key files
• Row limits

Follow these steps:

1. After you create an extended extract definition, the SRCDEF Command Center panel appears. Specify the name and
creator of the source definitions to get a list of the existing source definitions.
You can also add source definitions by typing A next to an extended extract definition from the Extended Extract
Management panel.

2. Type S in the S field for the source definitions you want to add to the extended extract definition. You can add up to 99
source definitions. The selected source definitions are added to the extended extract definition.

Now, you can initiate the extraction process for the extended extract definition. You can choose to perform the extract and
load processes in one step or multiple steps.
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Use Single-step Extract and Load Processing

The single-step process performs extract and load in batch mode in a wizard-like fashion. The single-step extract and load
process is helpful when you are working with large amounts of data in different environments.

As an application developer you can use the single-step extract and load process option while archiving the data. This
process generates a JCL for both extract and load processes in a testing environment. You can share the JCL with
database administrators. The database administrators can edit and submit the JCL to perform both extract and load
processes in development environments at the same time. You cannot create source objects when you use the single-
step extract and load process.

Follow these steps:

1. Select an extended extract definition that you want to extract and type S next to it in the S column on the Extended
Extract Management panel.
The Specify Extract Options panel appears.

2. Specify the extract method (SQL or Fast Unload Utility) and other extraction options on the Specify Extraction Options
panel. Press PF3 to continue.
The Target Definition Create panel appears.

3. Specify a name, share option, and description for the new target definition. Press PF3 to continue.
The Target Mapping panel appears.

4. Modify the name and creator of the target objects as needed. Press PF3 to continue.
The Load Target Options panel appears.

5. Specify the load method (SQL or Fast Unload Utility) and other load execution options. Press PF3 to continue.
The Batch JCL Specification panel appears.

6. Edit the extract and load JCL as needed and submit it.
The extraction and load processes are performed and the data is extracted from the source objects and loaded into
the target objects.

(Optional) Specify the following information to save the extract and load JCL to a data set:

• Type D for the Destination field and
• Specify the OUTPUT JCL DATA SET SPECIFICATIONS options from the Batch JCL Specification panel.

The JCL is saved to a data set.

You can save the extract and load JCL to a shared data set. The users who are authorized to access the shared data set
can perform the extract and load process on different LPARs using the extract and load JCL. Submitting the extract and
load JCL allows other users to perform both the extract and load processes at one-time.

Use Multistep Extract and Load Processing

As a database administrator or application developer, you want to perform extraction and load processes separately in
different environments. When you perform the extraction and load separately in batch mode, separate JCLs are generated
for both the processes. These JCLs and extended extract object can be used to perform extract and load processes
separately in different LPARs by different authorized users.

Application developers may not be authorized to perform the extraction or load processes directly in a production
environment. However, application developers can generate the extraction JCL in a test environment and can share it with
database administrators. Database administrators can modify and run the extraction JCL in the production environment
to generate an extended extract object. Another application developer or database administrator can use the extended
extract object to perform the load process in batch mode in other environments, depending upon their authorizations.
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Initiate the Extract Process

After adding source definitions to an extended extract definition, initiate the extraction process to generate an extended
extract object and extract the data to it. An extended extract object contains the source definitions, control information, the
extracted rows, and the DDL to load the data into the target environment.

You can refresh the extended extract object when changes are made to an extended extract definition or to a source
definition within it. You can also search and mask data in an extended extract object using data masking routines.

The source definitions control whether SQL or Fast Unload is used to extract the data.

Follow these steps:

1. Select from extended extraction definitions on the Extended Extract Management panel. Enter information for a
specific extended extract definition or filter criteria. You can use wildcard characters (* or %).

2. Perform either of the following steps from the Extended Extract Management panel and press Enter:
– To start the extraction process, type X next to an extended extract definition.
– To refresh the current extraction data, type X next to an extended extract object.

3. Specify the execution options in the Extended Extract panel and press Enter. You can select online or batch mode for
extraction.

NOTE
You should use batch mode when there are many DB2 objects in a source definition or many source
definitions in an extended extract definition. Batch mode can prevent possible insufficient memory errors
during the extraction process.

In online mode, an extended extract object is created and refreshed and the extracted data is loaded or reloaded into
it. The new or updated extended extract object is displayed on the Extended Extract Management panel.
In batch mode, an extraction JCL member is generated. This JCL can be saved, modified, and used by authorized
users for performing the extraction process on the same LPAR or a different LPAR. This process is helpful when
application developers and database administrators do not have authorization to perform the extraction process on an
LPAR.

WARNING
Before you run the extraction JCL, ensure that you specify within the JCL the source subsystem ID where
the data resides, LPAR information, and JOB statement parameters.

4. (Optional) If the extraction process fails, resulting in an incomplete extended extract object with partially extracted
data, refresh the extended extract object. To restart the extraction process at the point of failure, type K next to an
extended extract object from the Extended Extract Management panel.

When the updated data from the source objects is successfully extracted to an extended extract object, you can create a
target definition for it.

Create a Target Definition

Create a target definition that maps each object from the source to an object on the target subsystem. The source objects
are the objects that are identified in the extended extract definition. You can create one or more target definitions for
an extended extract object. If the extended extract definition is modified, you are notified of the changes. You can then
synchronize the changes with the target objects before extracting the data.

When you create a target definition, you can do the following tasks:

• Provide a description for your target definition.
• Restrict access to this target definition from other users.
• Specify the subsystem identifier of the target object.
• Browse the source objects in a target definition.
• View the structure-dependent objects.
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Follow these steps:

1. Specify a name, description, share option, and type T in the TP field from the create line from the Extended Extract
Management panel. T specifies a target definition.
You can also create a target definition by typing C next to an extended extract object from the Extended Extract
Management panel.

2. Enter the name of the extended extract Object that you have created.
3. Specify the target mapping information in the RC/EXTRACT Target Mapping panel and save the target definition.

The target definition is saved and ready for loading.

Load the Extracted Data

After you create a target definition for the extended extract object, initiate the load process for that definition in online
or batch mode. This process loads the data from the extended extract object into the target objects by specifying the
execution and DDL options. The execution options let you select the process mode and load method. You can also
specify whether to create DB2 objects in the target environment and verify their referential integrity using DDL options.
The load options are the same for the Command Center and the Extended Extract Command Center.

The target definitions control whether SQL, Fast Load, or IBM Load is used to load the data.

Follow these steps:

1. Select EXTENDED EXTRACTION COMMAND CENTER from the RC/Extract Main Menu
2. Select Extended Extract Management and press Enter.
3. Enter the filter criteria to get a list of the extended extraction definitions. You can use the wildcard characters (* or %)

for filter criteria.
The Extended Extract panel appears.

4. Type E next to the extended extract definition for which you initiate the load process from the Extended Extract panel
The expanded view of the extended extract definition appears.

5. Type L in the S field next to the target definition from the Extended Extract Management panel.
6. Specify the execution and DDL options on the Process Target Definition panel and press Enter. You can select online

or batch mode for loading the data.
If you specify Y for Parallel Load (for loading extracted data in separate jobs), specify B for the Process Mode field and
U for the Load Method field.
If the source objects and target objects in a target definition do not match, a message indicates that the extended
extract definition has been modified. To synchronize the changes, update the target definition. In online mode data is
extracted and loaded to the target objects. In batch mode, a load JCL member is generated. This JCL can be saved,
modified, and used by authorized users for performing the load process on the same LPAR or a different LPAR. This
process is helpful when an application developer or database administrator has restricted authorization in a test or
production environment.
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Messages
RC/Extract generates messages that describe normal processing, warning situations, and error conditions that might
occur.

ISPF messages are typically documented within the product interface. For more information about these messages, press
the Help key (F1) while viewing the message.

To search for specific messages in the Database Management Solutions for Db2, go to Database Management Solutions
for Db2 Messages.
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Additional Resources
This article provides resources to assist you in maximizing your product experience, including information about
education, webcasts, product support resources, and product maintenance.

Product Support

The following resources are available from Broadcom Support:

• Database Management Solutions for Db2 overview (includes links to solution brief and other technical documents)
• Broadcom Support Online (product information, communities, download management, case management)
• Support and Services (getting started, services, and support)
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page
• Mainframe Compatibilities (CICS TS, Db2, IBM z13, IBM zEnterprise, IMS, IPv6, Pervasive Encryption Compatibility,

PCI DSS Compliance matrix, z/OS, z/VM, and z/VSE)

Maintenance

Use the following resources to obtain information about maintaining the Database Management Solutions for Db2:

• Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List
• Mainframe Software Security Advisories
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Broadcom Support Network Details

Db2 Reference Tools

The following Db2 for z/OS reference tools are provided as a PDF download:

• Performance Handbook for Db2 for z/OS
• Backup and Recovery Handbook for Db2 for z/OS
• Reference Guide for Db2 12 for z/OS
• Catalog Poster for Db2 12 for z/OS

Education and Training

Use the following links to learn more about the Database Management Solutions for Db2:

• Integrate Mainframe Db2 into your DevOps Journey
• Mainframe Training
• Mainframe eLearning Library
• Broadcom Digital Badges (showcase your skills and competencies)

– Detector digital badge
– Log Analyzer digital badge
– RC/Query digital badge
– SYSVIEW for Db2 digital badge

• Mainframe Learning Paths:
– Database Administration Suite for Db2

Includes core functions training for RC/Migrator and RC/Compare, and the following RC/Query courses:
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• Overview
• Report customization, package, list, and table list commands
• Advanced commands

– Database Performance Suite for Db2
Includes foundations for Mainframe Team Center - Database Management for Db2 and core foundations for Plan
Analyzer.
This learning path also includes the following Detector and Subsystem Analyzer courses:

• Getting started
• Standard collection
• Exception and error collection
• Batch reporting

This learning path also includes the following SYSVIEW for Db2 courses:

• Overview
• Set up your user profile
• Monitor pool metrics at the SSID level
• Monitor application and thread performance
• Monitor current and historical SQL activity
• Work with probe and trace requests
• Use the exception monitor

– Database Recovery Suite for Db2
Includes core functions training for Fast Recover, Log Analyzer, Merge/Modify, Quick Copy, and Recovery
Analyzer.

– Database Utility Suite for Db2
Includes core functions training for Database Analyzer, Fast Load, Fast Recover, Fast Unload, Log Analyzer, Quick
Copy, and Recovery Analyzer.

• Mainframe Product Roadmap Webcasts
• Educate YouTube Channel (requires a Google account)

Videos

Many product videos are available on YouTube by searching using the product or component name. You can access
these videos directly from the Database Management Solutions for Db2 playlist on YouTube or from the product-specific
documentation.

User Communities

Consult your peers, reach out to subject matter experts, and read the latest technical insights and information in our global
communities:

• Broadcom Mainframe Software Division (MSD) Microsite
• Mainframe Blog
• Mainframe Product Communities
• Db2 Tools Community
• Mainframe Education Community

Social Media

Through the following Broadcom Mainframe Software channels, we share information that provides value to our
mainframe community, including events, blog posts, eBooks, analyst reports, and more:
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• LinkedIn
• Twitter
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © 2005-2022 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its
subsidiaries. All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective
companies.
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